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"and all the people Standing by and those at the windows cried — cut, "Oh, how beautiful are our Emperor's new clother! What a . magnificent train! And how gracefully the scarf hangs!" In fadt no one would admit that he could not see these clcthes which everyone seered to think so beautiful for fear he would be called a simpleton or unfit for hia office." 

The Emperor's New Clothes |:, 

by Hans Christian Anderson: 
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Introduction 

‘Citizen. I've heard about you. ‘There's always a certain number of 

pecple who seem te find conspiracies to explain every aspect of life, 

It would be absolutely ridiculous for me to take sericusly what you 

—-are—sayingl, De-you really think that~the-oIA; the FEI, the Secret 
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Service, the ‘members of the Warren Commission, the great newspapers 

ang magazines-—-all these people and Institutions conspired to keep 

a secret ?, Besides, Earl Warren is a great mane? ‘Do you mean to impugn > 

the integrity of Karl Warren? And the men on the Commission--~thege 

were also men of integrity : they had no purpose at all but to find the 

facts, and they had the greatest investigative fadilities in the world. 

&t their disposal. No person or group is omniscient’: Everybody 

can make mistakes, Surely in a document of that size, there may be 

some small errors, but I think you are being irresponsible and unfair 

to imply that this is cause to doubt the truthfulness and validity of 

the major conelusions of the Warren Report 7 Why would they want to 

hide anything? How could ‘they? 

Critic. T can't answer all those. questiona. Why they did what they 

did dna the social. dynamics behind the subsequent public acceptance of 

1. Report of the President's Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy. Page references to the Report refer to the Bantam edition and are Gesignated byw followed by a page. number. |



their findings is something for psychologists, historians, and oes. h iss 

sociologists to analyze, but only after all the facts are known. I 

don't think, however, that you shovld assume that every newspaper and 

magazine 1s hiding something. Most people haven't aven read the Warren 

Report itself and, except for a tiny minority of Americans, most 

haven't read a single page of the 26 volumes of testimony and evidence ,~ 

which weren't made public until almost two months after the Report 

volume wag redeased.” The great majority of citizens do not even know 

that these 26 volumes exist! 

Bhat I am prepared to show you is that there was more than one — 

man involved in the actual shooting of John F. Kennedy. I want to 

. Show you that the most crucial conclusions stated in the Report volume 

are not supported by, and frequently contrary to, the evidence and 

—__testimonycompiled—in_the 26 Hearings -volumes.—thts—ts-espectally-so———— 

«in the area of whether or not ONLY one man did the shooting. I claim. 

ant that the conclusion of the Report that statea: " ..the Commission has 

. found no evidence of conspiracy... Oswald acted alone" (jW-42) is 

simply not tinue. No evidence indeed! There ls probably not enough 

evidence in the 26 volumes to determine. just who did kill our late | . 

“President, but there is plenty of evidence indicating that the shooting a 

itself was the work of more than one gunman---and that means conspiracy! 4 

Before I procede, I want you to agree to certain "ground rules", : pos 

- Don't ask me "why" certain questions weren't asked particular witnesses, 

or"why" certain witnesses weren't called to testify. Don't ask me “whol - 
2. Hearings petore the fresident's Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy. United States Printing Cffice, Washington, D.G.1964. Page references in these 26 volumes are designadéed by the volume. 
number (in roman numerals). followed by the page number. 

3. The Report was released on September 27, 1964. The 26 volumes of 
Hearings and Dxhibitsa were not released until 7 weeks later, — 

. 4, It 1s within'the realm of speculative possibility that, unbeknownst 
7 to one ancther, more than one shooter opened fire at precisely the same 

time. This possibility is being ignored for the purposes of the —



I think killed Kennedy, or "why" I think the truth has not been told. 

These are important questions which will eventually have to be 

answered, but I don't know the answers at this time. What I want to 

show you 1s that the Warren Commission has not published the true 

answers to these ‘questions, either. 

Citizen, You mean ) that they deliberately withheld the truth? or that 

they just. couldn! t find it? 

Critic. You see? You 've. just asked me a question in that vein already. 

, You'll simply have to wait and formulate for yourself an answer to 

that question, but only after I'm through, and after you have decided 

whether cr not my arguments abcut the truthfulness of the Report 3 

ecnelusions are valid. | 

These arguments have nothing to do with personalities, politics, 

“motives, or conspiratorial relationships. They only have to do with 

the nature and Location of the wounds of the President, the trejectories 

of the shots, the number of shots fired, and the timing. If you | 

~ follow these arguments carefully, you will understand why T claim it 

was physically impossible for. only. one man to. KALL President Kennedy, 

and inflict all those wounds on Governor, Gonnaliy, too.
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Citizen. But what about Oswald? Wasn't he involved? 

Critic. That's the next item. For the sake of argument~-~and for the 
sake of argument only~-~I concede Oswald's guilt. 

Citizen. You mean you don't think he was guilty? 

Critic. Let me explain. The most important question facing us is 

whether or not President Kennedy was killed by one deranged man who 

happened to be in the right place at the right time, or whether his 
murder was the work of a conspiracy. The Warren Gommission has presented 

and associated reascning 
a whole chain of evidence/ linking Oswald with the crime. I'm suspicious: 

of many, if not all, of the links in that chain. But it would be 

logically inefficient to try to prove conspiracy by attempting to 

discuss and refute every link in that chain of evidence~-~je: to 

prove Oswald wasn't involved at all. We both agree that the main 

question is whether or not there Was a conspiracy. So let's concede bul vet yecessarily as the lone assassin, 
Oswald's guilty/ Perhaps at a future time we can eritically examine 

all the Links in that chain, but not now. According to the Commission, 
of Frestdent Kenyedy. te is 

Cswald 1s the lone assassin/ firing a 6.5 mm Manleicher Carnano 

bolt action carbine from the window at the southeast corner of the 

Texas School Book Depository Building (TSBD};. I want to prove to you. 

that there must have been at least one other shooter. 

Citizen. I'm not supposed to ask you "who did it": I can't ask you 
ay7 Anyone Che. on tA, 

to speculate about the. motives of the investi gatorg We assume that % 
% 
% 

Oswald was firing ‘from that window. If you Can prove that there was 

oa sscond’ shooter, then the most Amportant: conclusions of the 
Warren Report are wrongs if you San! t prove Ltessthe Report Stands. 
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Constraints 

Criticé.: Hers is the approach IT will use. We are dealing with what 

you might call, for the sake of formality, the lone-assassin theory 

of the assassination. Now there are certain constraints on that theory. 

Citizen. What do you mean by “constraints". | 

Critic. These are merely conditions imposed by the theory such that, 

if any of them are violated, the lone assassin thecry falls: it fails 

to explain the shooting. These are necessary conditions----~conditions 

necessary to the validity of the lone assaggin theory. | 

Citizen. For example? 

Oritic. I'm going to list three. Then, I'm going to present 4 arguyjents 

based upon testimony and exhibits contained in the 26 volumes. I 

will show that each of these arguments violates one or more of these 

conditions. If my arguments are valid, each by itself would imply: 

the existance of & second shooter, If any one of them is valid, there 

must be a second shooter, You Will have to decide for yourself. whether 

or not they are valid arguments. I think they are all valid. 

Citizen. if all: four arguments are’ valid, does that mean there are 

four additional shooters? . 

Critic. Definitely not. -I make ho claims about how many additional 
shooters there ares I am only claiming there is one in addition to the . 

* one in ‘the 6th floor window. If yeu accept three of the arguments, 

for example, ‘that simply imeans there will be three independent and 

- separate reasons why you think there is a second shooter. The fact. that 

you may re ject one or more of the arguements does not do harm to any 

- of the. others. In this Sense, they are logically independent. 

We will now examine the cennstraints on the lone assassin theory, . 

Hot eH Stat te ie He 

Three Important Constraints 

il. 42 frame minimum firing time constraint of the rifle 

Critic. The Report tells us that "The rifle found on the sixth floor 
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of the Texas School Book Depository Shortly after the assassination 

was a bolt-action, clip-fed, military rifle...serial number C2766... 

The rifle was identified as a 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano 

Italian military fifle..." (W~513) “Three FBI firearms experts tested 

the rifle in order to determine the speed with which it could be fired. 

The purpose of this experiment was not to test the rifle under conditions 

which prevailed at ths time of the assassination but to determines the 

maximum speed at which it could be fired..." (W-182) "Tests of the 

assassins rifle disclosed that at least 2.3 seconds were required 

between shots." (W-100) We how want to convert this figure into 

Zapruder frames. 

Citizen. What are Zapruder frames? 

‘Gritic. Mr. Abraham Zapruder was a bystander who filmed the assassination 

, 
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with his 8mm home movie camera. He was standing forward and to the a 

right of the motorcade. (His film was purchased by Life magazine and- 

individual frames have appeared in three issues 2 since the . 

assassination.) the Report notes: "Substantial light has been shed on = 

the assadsination ‘Sequence by viewing these motion pictures, 

‘partioularty the. Zapruder film...from which individual 35-millimeter . 

slides were made of each motion picture frame..eEXamination of the 

zapruder motion picture camera by the FBI established that 18.3 

pictures or frames. were taken each second." (i100) At that camera re 
| 

_ speed, it turns out that 2.35 seconds corresponds to 42 frames of the 

film. This was “prought cut during the testimony of FBI photographic 

expert Lyndal Shaneyfelt, during: nig: téstinony before. ‘the Commission: 

Mr. Specter. And does a 42 frame count have any significance 
with respect to the firing time on the Mannlicher-Garcano rifle? 

Shaneyfelt. Yes; we-have established that the Zapruder motion picture . camera operates at an average speed of 18.3 frames per second. 
And...the minimum time for firing the rifle in successive shots 

5. Life Memorial Issue, 12/63; Life, 11/29/65 $ Life, 10/2/64 (on the release of the Warren Report) Fe Bo ; 
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is. approximately two and a quarter seconds. So that gives 
us then a figure of two and a quarter seccnds of frames. 
At 18.3, this gives us this figure of 41 to 42 frames...to 
establish two points in the film where two successive... 
shots could have been fired. 

(V,153) 
Thus, the minimum firing time of the alleged murder weapon is. 

42 frames on the Zapruder film. Constraint number one can now be 

atated as follows; at least 42 frames of the Zapruder film must 

separate any two hits scored at the assassination Sight if both hits “ 

are to come from the lone assassinb rifle. If two hits are scored 

less than 42 franes apart, there must be a second shooter, for both 

hits could not have come from this weapon... (There is only one exception 

to this rule, and that is if the same bullet causes both hits. We 

Shall discuss this 1n more detail later, bef@ause the Gommission 

i.
 

claims that this actually happened~j———_that is, _that—one _butle4— —_____ 

went throuch both President Kennedy and Governor Connally.) 

2. Throat Wound MUS? be an exit wound 

Citizen. What is the second constraint? 

critic. the second one is easy. President Kennedy is facing forward 

at the time he was shot. Since Oswald was directly behind, the 
President's throat wound must be a wound of exit. The Commission, 

of course, claims that it is.(W690) If it is a wound of entrance, 

there wauld have to be scmeone firing from the front. 
“ ¢ i 

36 The reaction of President Kennedy's Head to the Final Fatal Shot 

‘Citizen. What 1s the third constraint? 
Critic. As the Comm4 s8ion states, the shot which killed President 

Kennedy was "the shot which struck his head at frame 513." (W*110) 

"The President was struck...by a bullet which entered the right-rear | 

portion of his head causing a massive and fatal wound." (W~38) Oswald 

. Was directly behind and above the President. The view he had through 

the rifle scope at frame 313 1s provided in Commission Exhibit 902, | 



which is reproduced in the (Exhibits section of 'the). Report. 

The Report notes that "The Zapruder...films show the instant 
in the sequence when that bullet struck. (3ee Commission Bxhiblt 902) 
Theat impact wag evident...from the explosion of brain tissues..," (W-106) 
Citizen. What was the position! of the President's head in frame Jl2, 

the frame before he was shot? 

Critic. As the Report says: "The immediately preceding frame from 
the Zapruder film shows the President slumped to his left, clutching at 

his throat, with his chin close to his chest and his head tilted 
forward at an angle." (w=106) 

Citizen. ‘Precisely what is the constr aint? 

- Gritic. The reaction of President Kennedy! S head to the force of 

this shot must be forward, in order to be consistent with the position 

we “sy 
yes 
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hour? 

7 theione assassin. ~The muzzle velocity of ‘that rifle is 
2165 feet rer second. (IIT »400) The Commission! s experts claim that 
When that bullet hit the. Presidentr: At was going at about 2000 

Péet per second. That is over 1300, miles per. hour, AS the camera 
. snapped frame 312, that bullet was in flight, and heading towards 

the President. The Commision claims that bullet was fired by 

Oswald. — ‘Tt had impacted by: frane 313. Oswald is directly behind and 
above the President. Do you know which way jour head would be thrust 

AP it was / struck trom behind by an obgect going at 1300 miles per Pee 
4 . i 

‘Citizen. “Forward of course! a . a 
é Critic. . Absolutely. And . the same laws of physota hola for the President! as 

_-head, boos his: head MUSE. de | thrust forward in response to a collission | 
with this bullet, IF 4t was fired ‘from directly ‘behind him and overhead. 

a) much for the constraints, 

HAN HA ase ete te 

é: Foot note witth More theoretical explanation, 
based | ‘er on = REACTION" camel "COnSéervation of 

_ momen tian PP ey tartar rempem ates teenie r ntt tesracyp payrcnper nn pene ia oe 
woh tne ie neers etek
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Gritic. And note this: the first constraint is based only on the c.i 

capability of the rifle. The second is based on the position of oswald 

relative to the President at the time he was first shot---ie: the 

geometry of Dealey Plaza area. The third constraint is based only 

-on the laws. of physics, and the position of the President at the 

time he received his fatal head shot. 
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Argument #1 

The Reaction of President Kennedy's Head to the Final Fatal Shot 
(fhe following corroborative material is also discussed; 

a) the testimony of the Texas doctors who Claim there is no wound of entry where the government says there is oye 

°} what became of photographs and X-rays 
c) the censorship of Jackie Kennedy's testimony regarding her husband's wounds. 

e) a review of earwitness and eyewitness testimony which 
corroborates the head reaction 

f) a review of medical testimony which corroborates the head reaction) i 

BRE CHER SEHK HHH RISE HIE EEE Heed de ede ae ate REE HH 

Citizen. You have aroused my curiosity, so please: start with the last constraint. Just which way DID President Kennedy's head snap in response to the final fatal shot? °° 
4 

Critic. President Kennedy was slammed against the rear seat of ' the limousine by the fatal shot to his head. Hia*head was thrown back and to the left. aa uk 

_ gttizens what tnt How--de—y-ou—knew that? — 

~
~
 

Gritic. The :best. way to know about this, of course, is to personally visit the United States National Archives in Wa#hington, D.G. and actually see the color film. Here is an account written by one ’ who @id: .-. - 
po. oo . oy “of greatest importance inthe film is.the sequence of the fatal — - shot and.1ts aftermath. This sequence shows President Kennedy _ thrust violently back against the rear seat from which he bounces forward. and spins off to his left into Mrs. Kennedy's | “-arma...The sudden explosive violence with which President: Kennedy “cle glammed back against the rear seat 18 unmistakable... a ‘The violent backward thrust of President Kennedy occurs, to the . 

. eye, at the instant of impact of the fatal shot. The two events oo '' appear to be simultaneous and to have an obvious relationship of c@&se and effect...That President Kennedy could have been thrust back against the rear seat in consequence of a bullet _ fired from above and behind him seems a manifest impossibility. . ' This sequence in the Zapruder film, occuping a mere fraction. ~ 
of.a second, invalidates the official autopsy finding and demolishes the Yommission's thesis and findings of a lone a gunman firing from the southeast corner, 6th floor window of oe the TSBDB. It makes of the Report a monstrous fabrication , erected to obscure the truth..." 

TN a Thomas Stamm — 

You may possibly think mr. Stamm has too much of a "vested 

interest" in this case to give an objective Report. Therefore, let 

us look at the slightly less detailed but nevertheless corroborative 

description of Mr. Theodore White, who writes about the 6 seconds 

_ &@ shown on the Zapruder film in his book, "The Making of a President: 



1964", Referring to Mra. Kennedy, who is reacting to her husband's 

being first wounded in the throat, he writes: 

"She quickly puts her arm around him, and leans even further 
forward to look at him. Then, brutally, unbelieveably, the head of the President is JOLTED by some invisible and terrible | 
second impact. IT IS FLUNG UP, JERKED UP. An amber flash 
flicks in a fractional second from his head into the air..." 

If you want to examine this from the still pictures in 

Volume 18, direct your attention to the sequence of frames 310---321. Back. ar THE 
Note the position of the,President's head in frame gig: which is 

reasonably clear. Then note frame we 1, which is also a clear frame. 
bau or tis : 

You can see that the; head has. been thrust against the car seat and 

has been turned towards the left, You can f111 in the remaining 

frames. ‘Some are clearerthan others. They all have ong thing in 

common: the distance between the back of the President's head and the omens 
Bd 

—) 

back of the car seat gets smaller and smaller from frame to frame aI aeaiauend meneame 
_ following frame ais: the head is being thrust Packwards. 

/ 
i 

REHRHEKRH 

Gitizen. | iF: can think of several alternate explanations for the 

head coing back. Perhaps you can tell me why you think they are 

not ‘the correct explanation. First of all, how do you Imow that 

this motion was not nerely some sort of muscular spasm? | 

“Critic. " There ig a muscular response called: "decerebrate rigidity". 

In such a case, the brain being suddenly "4nsulted" causes the whole 

body to" suddenly stiffen up and go rigid. There are several 

_ Reasons why decerebrate rigidity does not offer a satisfactory 

explanation for thisviolent thrust. 8 This reaction depends, first 

of all, on the fact that the brain is indeed congrolling. the body. 

Then, the brain's being suddenly " jolted" can cause vind body te stiffen. 
MT, 1k le} ACES paged, But the Presidmnt's brain was inmediately ‘ehatt by the force of 

this shot. This condition is called “apinal shock". Therefore, 

“in medical terns, “decerebrate rigidity had no time to take effect 

because of the immediate condition of spinal shook". Furthermore, 

€ This s fermation s From O long mer view). W ih a. poaid Bua) g! poe MEANY SAT EO GI 



Second of all,the decerebrate reaction is something which should 

affeot the whole boay, not just the head. But Mr, Kennedy's whole 

-body simply went limp, and it was hig head which was thrust back. ' 
Finally, it is not imown whether or not a decerebrate reaction 

can even take affect go quickly. The President's head started 

backwards immediately. The very next motion ploture frame shows — 

it moving backwards. But these frames are only separated in time 

by 51 milliseconds. If it wasn ‘t & muscular spasm that drove the - 

President ' a head backwards, then it must have been in response 

to an external force. Then physics dictates that the force came 

from the right front. ‘Since the force came from the collission 

of the head with the bullet that streuk, that bullet must have come 

from the right front. 

Citizen. How about backlash? or the sudden acceleration of the car, 

if it was trying te get away? | 

Critic. Backlash isa concept that applies after a sudden 

, decceleration. The body continues moving forward, and then suddenly — 

is snapped back when the restraining forces of, for instance, a 

seat belt or other harness suddenly takes effect. But the film 

* frames show NO such forward motion preceding the violent backward 

: thrust. Starting with the frame after impact---and these frames form 
ak a whole series of stil1 photos separated by only 54 milliseconds in time 

from one to the next----there is only backwards motion. 

You also~ mentioned the possibility of a sudden acceleration of , 

the limousine, itslef, wr. Stamm viewed the film and states that 

“against that thesis ig the fact that Mrs. Kennedy ls obviously not thrust back but maintains hersposition while the Fresident gyrates back, forward, and inte her arms. Against that _bhesis,: also, is the testimony of Governor and Mrs. Connally..." 

Both testify that 4t wasn't. until after the fatal shot"that Kellerman 
issued his emergency instructions and the car accelerated." (w-63) 

be sacri esate 15.3. reert7ee /s@ cong 

edie Oo 00S 408 = oF roilisecends , 
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Citizen. Well, couldn't the President ' s head be “imply falling towards 

the back seat? 

Critic. If you believe the description offered by those who saw 

the film, that 1a certainly no"fall" , but a violent "slam". 

Besides, ag has already been noted, the frame preceding impact shows 

the President with his head already tilted forward with his chin. 

near his chest. Commission exhibit 388 1s an artists drawing 

which depicts accurately the position ef the Presidant's head — 

in frame 312, An arrow has been drawn threugh shwing the path 

of the bullet, according to the Warren Commission . I think 

it is perfectly obvious that "falling" has ne validity here 

in an attempt te explain the backwards motion ef the President's 

head against a projectile that has impacted from the rear at 

aN 

Dr. Finck, Dr. Humes, and Dr. Baswe 

1300 mph. 
. NUK 4 

Citizen. There are other drawings, too. Commission Exhibit 385 

and 386 show the President! 8 neck wounds and head wounds, respectively. 

50 deosn't this nean that the autopsy showed that there was a wound — 

of ‘entry lon the back of the President's head? Didn't the doctors 
find such a wound there? 

Critic. That depends on which set of dectors you want to believe. — 

Eleven menbers of the Parkland Hospital staff, who saw President - ae 

' . Kennedy imnda ately after he was rushed there, and 2 Secret Service 

i agents saw no such small wound of entry. ALL, instead, saw the 

gaping wounds characteristic ef EXIT on the back of the President ts. 

head. Only the three autopsy doctors at Bethesda Naval Hospléal ey 
Their autopsy report describes it as ", .small occipital li talk ef this wound./Here is\ wound.. 

rte teeth 

the testimony of the Parkland staff; remember when ‘reading it that 

| the Report states the following: "...the smaller hole in the rear 

of the President" 3 skull was the point of entry..." W-88) 
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Dr. Ronald Jones described what he found: “i..what appeared 
to be an exit wound in the posterior portion ef the skull..." (VI,56) 
br. Marion Jenkins told of a massive wound in the left temporal 

region; then he was asked: 

“Mr. Specter. Did fou observe any wounds immediately below the. massive less of skull which you have described? “Dr. Jenkins. On the right side? a “ir. Specter. Yes, sir 
e Dr. Jenkins. No... (VI,48) 

Dr. Gene Akin described damage in the right occipatal parietal portion of the skull; he made no mention of a small neat hole which | would be needed to argue the existance of an entrance wound in the rear: "The back ef the right...portion of his head was shattered: with brain substance proéruding."(VI, 65) | 

Dre Peters also testified to large gaping wounds in thia area z 

"Mr. Specter. Did you notice any hole below the ecciput, say, in this area belew here? 
“Dr. Peters, Ne..." (VI,71) 

> Here-is the testimony of Dr. Adolph Giesecke; he described a 
“very large cranial wound" on "the left hand side of the head." 

oa "Mrs Specter. Did you observe any other wound er bullet hole. below the large area of missing skull? mo "Dre Glesecke. No..." (VI ,74) 

; Dr. Kenneth Sayler saw “nothing other than he did have a Gaping scalp wound---cranial wound." (VI, 81) a 
‘Registered Nurse Diana Bowren testified before Mr. Specter: | 
Mr. “pecter. How many holes did you see? wa. Miss Bowron. I just saw one large hole. . 
Mr. Specter. Did you see a small bullet hole beneath the one large hole?  _ | 
Mises Bowron. No,sire! (VI,136) 

Dr. Malcolm Ferry testified before the Commission. He described. ae 

"a large avulsive injury to the right occipitoparietal area..." 

Mr. Specter. Did you notice a bullet hole below the large oe | avulsed area? . — ; a Dr. Perry. No; I did: net. (VI,11) J fle 

Dre Clark testified; 

Py “Dr. Clark....the wound in the back of the Presidant's head...wag aod ’ a large gaping wound in the right posterior part... (VI,21) Me _ Mr. Specter. Now , you described the massive wound at the top | . of the President's head...dia you observe any other hole or wound in the President'shead? _ _ a Dre Clark. Ne, sir; I did-not. (VI,25) 



Dr. Rufus Baxter was asked : 

Mr. “pecter. Did you notice any bullet hole belew the large 
opening at the top of the head? 
Mr. Baxter. No; I personally did not." (vz,41) 

Dr. MeCllelland testified: 

Mr. Bpecter. Did you observe any other wound on the baék of the head? 
Dr. McClelland. No. (VI,33) 

Secret Service agents William Greer and Clint Hill speak ef 

no such wound, 

“Mre Specter. Did you observe any other opening or hele of any sort in the head itsé1f? 
Mr. Greer. No,sir; I didn't. Ne other one." (II, 128) 

Mre Hill. The right rear portion of his head was missing. It was lying in the rear seat of the car. His brain was exposed. There was bleed and bits of brain all over the entire rear portien of the car. Mrs. Kennedy wag completely covered with bleod, There was so much blood yeu could not tell if there had ‘been any other wound or not, except for the one large - 
in the right rear portion of the head." (II,141) 

An entrance wound in the rear of the President's head was an 

; absolute necessity for the lone-assassin theory of the shooting. 

The Commission tells us simply that 1¢ does exist. The Report states 

that it is "the smaller hole in the reayot the President's skull..." 
This, despite the fact that this Was described by the Parkland 

Hospitals staff ag follows: "an exit wound", “back...of his head . 
, was shattered...", “large defect in the occiput, " “one large hole toe 
“large avulaive Anjory," and "a large, gaping wound." ae - ee 4 

ae CR tateete A Oe 
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Eyewitness teatimony of right aide entry and left temporal 
wound of exit? 

“  ) @itdozen. If your interpretation of the head peaction ig accurfate, 
there should be & Wound of entrance in the front right hand side 
of the President's head and, possible, & wound of exit Somewhere 
on the left hand side of the head, 

Critic. There does exist just such testinéany, both regarding the 
pight and and left, Letts start with testimony concerning a 
“strike on the right hana Bide. Mr. “apruder wag watching the 
President through his telephoto lens as he took his movies. 

Mr. Zaprudeg, ...I was here and he was hit on: this line and he: was hig right in the head---I saw it right around here... 
Mr. Liebeler. All right, as you stood here on the abutment and leoked down inte Elm Street, you saw the President hit en the right side of the head and yaw theut perhaps the shots had come from behind you? ; oo 

Mr. Zapruder. Well, yes. a oy ae 
“  \. (Mr. Zapruder was standing ferward and to the right of the President. > 
a Here te the observations of two Secret Service agents. aoe | 

Special Agent Samuel Kinney was “the driver of the: follow-up. ar." (5 Ts, MEPS ity 
(XVII, 730) He states: 

"T saw one shot strike the President in the right. side of the head. The President then fell to the seat to the deft toward Mra. Kennedy." (XVIII, 731) 

specials Agent: George We Hickey was seated in ‘the. left rear of the 
Presidential followsup car 

“y heard what appeared to ‘be two shets and it seemed as if the right sidé of his head was hit and his hair flew. forward," | , (XVIII,765) 
Ab Parkland Hospital, the wound was actuaay seen by Hurchel Jacks, 

a” Texas Highway Patrolman and driver of the ‘then Vices President 
‘Lyndon Johnson's automobile, He observed : 

“— wot appeared that the bullet had struck him above the right Ne ear or near the temple," oe (Qvitt, Bol) . 



et 

Left Temporal iWound 

Chitic. James Altgens, an A-P, photographer, was situated on the 

left hand side of the President on the side of Elm Street. 

“There was flesh partiéles that flew eut of the side of his head in my direction from where I was standing, so much that it indicated te me that the shot came out of the left side of his head." (VII, 518) 

This testimony is certainly cerroborated by that ef the two 

Dallas motorcycle policenen who were riffing immediately te the 

left rear of the Presidential limousine. The officers are 

B.Ws Hargis and B.J.Martin. Both testified before the Commission. shortly after the shooting, when he returned to dipect traffic, Luterg Martin: noticed "there Were blood Stains on the windshield 

of wy motor and then TI ‘pulled eff my helret and I noticed there 

‘were blood stains on the left side of wy helmet... just to the left 

——erf-what would be the center of my forshead-—-approximately halfway, 

- about a quarter of the helmet had spots of blood on it...there was 

other matter (there). that looked like pleces of flesh...there was, 

blood and) matter on my Aeft shoulder of my uniform. ..There was . 

~ blood and other matter on ny windshield and also on the > woter." (VI, 292) | 

Citizen. | Which way: was the wind blowing? . . 

 Gritic... Martin has the following to say on that ‘subject: 

"Itbelieve it was blowing out ‘of the southwest ah that particular location... It seemed like we were going to turn inte ad the. wind as we turned off ef Houston onte Elm. - 

‘Mr. Ball. The wind was in your face? 

Mr. Martin. Yes; the best r can recall. (VI, 289) 
oo The ether officer testified as follows: 

oy 

ia } 
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_ Mr. Hargis. eeeWhen President Kennedy straightened back up in the. car the bullet hit him in the: head, the one that killed him and it seemed like his head exploded, and I Gs splattered With blood and brain, and kind of a bloody water, It wasn't really blood... (VI,294) 

Citizen. Now just where did that bullet exit accerding to the Commission? 
“ritic. They claim it exited from the right hand side of hia head, 

“and that it entered from the rear. (See ee. ce E386, ces a) 
Py 
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nore 
Citizen. Well, it “certainly does deon/conaiatent with Mr. Altgens 

observation that the shot came out of the left side of hig head, if 

the two motorcycle officers en that side, and their vehicles, 

were splattered by materials from the President's wounds, than if 

the shot exited from the right hand side of his heaaé 

Critic. The following is from a New York Times dispatch of 

November 23, 1963 and a story headlined: "10 Feet from President". 
The story is about Norman Simalia, from Willowdale, Toronto, 

Canada, who wag about 10 feet from the President when a bullet 

struck his head, 

"T could see a ‘hole in the President's left temple and his head and hair were bathed in blood." . , 
i ”) 

Citizen. What happened at tha Hospitals Did anyone see the wound 
of the left hand side there? , 

critic. Certainly! First of all, there is a hanawrd tten report 

by Dr,. Robert MeGlellanda of Parkland Hospital who: attended the 

“President. It ts dated November 22, 1963 at 4545 PMs 

"he cause of death was due te massive head and brain injury: ‘from a‘ gunshot wound of the left | temple." (am90) ae 

Citizen. 0a griett What ata the Commission have to say about that? - 

Did they ask pr. MeClelland to explain? . 

* Gritic. Nope. They didn't ask Doctor McClelland a ‘thing about ite . 
his 

And reneuber that this is 7 ha ndwritten report which the Commission 

“accepted 4 in evidence.ert not only appears in the Report volune (W=90) 
but also as. part of Commision Exhibit 392 (xvIr, 12) which is a group - 

os ef Medical Reports from the Decters at Parkland Hospital. Insead, 

- _ 

é 

_ when Dr.Kemp Clark testified, the following took place: 

f 
Mr. Specter. At any of the press conferences were you asked about a hole on the left side ef the President's head? 

Dr, . Clark. Yos.eeI was asked about this and I personally stated that, I saw no Such. WOUNG» «6 ° ee Co, 

Bey 
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Mr. Specter. Did Dr. McClelland say that he had seen such 

a wound? oo. ; ; 

“rn, Clark. Noe — 
a 

Mr. Specter. What was the origin, if you know, ag te the inquiry. 

on the wound, that is, who suggested that there mgght have 

been a wound on the left side? 

| Dr. Clark. Tt don! t recall=-~I don' t recall. 

Mrs: Specter. ‘Had there been some comment that the priests nade 

a comment that there was a wound on the left side of the head? 

Dr. Clark. I heard this subsequently from one of the reporters 

whe attended the press conference with NEC. 

Mre Specter. Were priests actually in trauma room 1% 

ir. Clark. Yes, sir... (VI, 25) 

Gitizen. Well, what did the priests say they saw? - 

‘Critic. Ne priest was called to testify. But the following is from. 

when be does testify? 

~ Ghttzen. What about Mr. sinalas? ‘Did he ever ‘testify? 

8 news, stary. describing how Father Oscar Le Huber, pastor-of-the————- 

Holy Trinity Catholic Church of Dallas, administered the last ites. 

~ The story states that Father Huber | 

" ilwet his right thumb with holy and and annointed a Cross nr 

over the President's forehead, noticing. as he did, a " torrible woe 

wound" over his left eye.’ * . 

Citizens And Yather ‘Huber waa “never. ealled to testify before ‘the: 

Commission, and Dre MoCleliend is never aaked ‘about this wound - 
Mop 

Critic. That is correct. 

i. Grdtdie. ‘Ne3 Mr. Sinalgs was never called to testity before the Commission. 

c
u
n
t
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; Citizen. Is there anyone else at Parkland Hospital who indicates, oa 

he has seen this wound? 77 
t 
i oO 

~~ gritie. Oh yea. There. are two other: Doctors who. nention ‘the ‘existance 7 

of- such a wound, 4H Here is the testimony» 

¢ 

* Philadelphia Sunday Bulletdn; Nov. 24,1963 
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Mr. Specter. What did you observe specifically as to the nature of the cranial wound? 

Dr. Giesecke. It seemed that from the vertex te the left ear, and from the brewline to the occiput on the left-hand side of the head the cranium was entirely missing. 

“Mre Specter. Was that the left-hand side of the head, or the right hand side of the head? 

Dr. Giesecke. I would say the left, but this is just my memory of it. (VI, 74) 

Lr, Marion Jenkins of ‘Parkland Hespital also observed a left 

tenporal wound: . 

| "Dr. Jonkings...T don! t know wheter this is right or not, but 

I thought there was a wound on the left temporal area, right 

in the hairline and right above the zygomatic process, 

"yr. Specter. The autopsy report discloses no such development, Dr. Jenkins. 

‘te massive head and brain injury from a gunshot wound ef the left en 

"Dr. Jenkins. Well, I was robling for-«I was palpating here for | &@ pulse to see whéther the clesed chest cardiac massage was effective or net and this probably was some blood that had come from the other point and so I. thought there was a wound there sy ., 
also." (VI,48 

Thus,) a tetal of aix people thought there was a wound in the 

left temporél area of the skuili.. Norman Simalis described it as 

"a. hole in! ‘the Fresident 's left temple", AeP. photographer Altgens oo 
thought : " Sesthe ahot cane. out of the left side ‘of his head. " 

Father Huber described it as "a "terrible wound" over his left eye." pe 
Dr. Jenkins "thought there | was a wound there also." Dr. Gieseke 

-. alge thought there was a wound on the left hand side Hy but this 

is just. my memory of it." Finally, of course, there is the written 
report of Dr. MeGlellana which states: “The cause of death wags due 

_ temple." 

But, as Mr. Specter accurately states: "The autopsy report 
discloses no such development..." (vr,48) 
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Citizen. I don't understand why this conflict should be so 

difficult te settle. Either there is a wound on the left hand 

side of the president /on theee is not. Either there is a small 

entry wound on the back of the President's head, er bhére is 

not such a wound. I thought a complete set of black and white 

and color photographs in addition to X«rays were taken during 

the autopsy. (W~504) The lecation of these wounds, and their nature, 

is crucial te the question of whether oer not there wag only 

one gunman invobved, sheeting fron the rear’ What do these 

photographs show? 

Critic. These photographs, undeveloped, were turned over to the 

Secret Service. The X-rays were also turned over to the 

Secret Service. (W-504j The record indicates that ne one on the 

Warren Commission was ever shown any of these photographs. 

Instead, artist! 8 drawings made from a verbal description of the 

wounds, a description supplied by the autopsy doctors themselves, 

was instead used by the Commission. They are Commission Exbibite 
| - alleged 

385, 386, and 388. 385 is a side view showing the/trajectory 

threu gh | ‘the President's neck. CE 386 is a@ rear view. CE388 

is a top view, showing the head wound in more detailednd the . 

alleged trajectory Vhrough the head. 

Here ig the: relevant testimony concerning the rationale for. 

using these © drawings, and how Shey came inte etistance.



“Commander Humes. When appraised of the necessity for our ‘appearance before this Commission, we did not know whether a or not the phbsographs which we had made would be available to the Commission. So te assist in making our testimony more under- standable to the Commission members, we decided to have made drawings, schematic drawings of the Situation as we saw it, as we recorded it and as we recall it. These drawings , were made under my supervision and that of Dr. Boswell by Mr. - Rydberg, who® intials are H.A. He is a hospital corpsman, second class, and a medical illustrator in our cemmand at Naval Medical School, 
"Mr. Specter. Did you provide him with the basic information from which those drawings were made? , 

“Commander Humes. Yes, sir, 

"Mr. Specter. Distances, that sort of thing? 

"Commander Humes, Yes,sir.We had made certain physcial measurements of the wounds, and of their position en the body of the late resident, and we provided those and supervised directly re Rydberg in making these drawings. ‘ 
Mr. Specter. Have you checked the drawings subsequent te their preparation to verify their accuracy? 
"Commander Humes. Yes, sir. 
"Mrs Specter. And proportion? 
“Commander Humes. I must state those drawings are in part schematic...He had no photographs from which to work, and had to work under description, verbal description, of what te had observed....If 1t were neceasary to have them absolutely true to seale...I think it would be virtually impossible | for him to de this without the Photographs." (II, 549R0") 

)
 

Vincent Salandraa, a Philadelphia attorney who has analyzed the 
| 7 : aedical evidence of the Warren Commission wrote about this in an 

article in Liberation magazine: | 

“The Warren Commission was loaded with attorneys. Each one of them knew that no eriminal court in the land would have admitted those drawings as evidence without having first required the 4 production of the autopsy X-rays with the colored and black and white pootograghs of e body (SIG) Those drawings are, - . by admission o Cammander Humes, inaccurate fabrications. Why did the Commission not exclude them and insist on the presentatio | of the X-rays_and the photographs taken at Bethesda? a 
HAE EOE HG 

_ Citizen. What about Dr, Humea rough drafts? Can we examine then for further information which might shed light on these wounds? 
Critic. Net at all. On November 24, Dr, Humes signed the following oo ‘ - Navkt. Hospirar — "“Gertificate" Which appears on official Beshesdapstationary ; 

"I, James J. Humes, certify that I have destroyed by burning certain preliminary draft notes relating to Nava] Medical . Autopsy Report A63=272 and officially transmitted all other | 
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papera to higher authority." (XVII, 48) 

During his testimomy, Dr. Humes elaborated’ "In privacy of 
my own home, early in the morning of Sunday, November 24th, I made 

a draft of this report which > I iater revised, and of which thés 

‘represgata the revision. That draft r personally burned in the 

fireplace of my recreation room." (II,373) 

EHEEKK 

Ditizen. What about Jackie Kennedy's testimony of the wounds? I remember that she was supposed to have cradled her husband in her arms all the way to the hospital? Did she aaked tc deseribe the wounds? 

Critic. Apprantay, yes; but the description was censored. from the 

tranacipt. There is simply the terse Statement: “Reference: tosunds 

wounds ' deleted". (v,180) . , 

RNG 

Citizen. If your interpretation of the Kennedy head reaction is 

correct, then seme shots may have come from the front right hand 

area of ‘the care Is there any earwitness or eyewltness testimony 

of angthing happening. to the front vf the auto, or to the front right? 

. Just what vas te the front right hana side of the ‘aute at the tine 

| the ‘shote were fired? 

critic. Ihe grassy knoll, and there certainly is much testimony that = 

_ the shots came from the grassy Imoll.. 

- Citizen. Just what is the “grassy mel", 

Critic. Consult the aerial photograph. When the President was ‘tiret 
bit, he was about 150 feet past the TSBD, and when the fatal shot» UTFK-31 3) 

a owas fired,\ he was about 250 feet away from the building, just about. 

- haltvay between the TSED and the- overpass | ‘ahead ef the car, Directly 

ahead | ef hin was ‘the railroad overpass, under which the motorcade 

was going to procede towards the Stemmons Frewway. Elm Street slopes 

gently downward undernea$h the overpass, Rising off the right hand 

side of the President was this sloping erassy area; that is the grassy 
= moll. . te (Stretches trom the Depository behind him to the Overpass 
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ahead. On this knoll is situated ta» concrete monument structure 
and standing on an abutment to the monument was Abraham Zapruder, 
The knoll ite%éf is lined with large trees, 
Citizen. What's behind the knoll? 

Critic. The railroad yards which feed the tracks on the Triple 
. Underpass, and parking lets for workers of the natlroad company, 

the TSBD, etc. A picket fence at the top of the eVping erassy area 
separates the knoll area from the yards and parking lots behind, - 
This fence starts near the monument and runs the Leng of the knoll 
towards ‘the underpass. | - 

Four pletures showing how the knoll and part of the monument 
-. would look to Someone standing off to the President! 8 left hand side~-~ 

standing in an _ srassy area called Dealey Plaza---appear in the Report 
Volumes they are at the tep and bottom of Commission Exhibit 902, in 

_ the section devoted to exhibits. The left hand two were actually taken 
during the . ‘assassination. The right hand two were taken during the 
Commission reenacthents. fhe views are given fer those times when 

” the car was at frane 313 ef the » Zapruder film; ie: precisely at the 
time of the fatal shot. 

4 414044 . j ; 

Citizen, You uentioned that there Was earwitness and eyewitness testimony : 
that the shots came from the grassy moll? 

. Critic. yes: as reported in the March 1, 1965 new York Times, Harold — . Feldman, writing in the March issue of the Minority of one, analyzed the earwitneass and eyewitness testimony ef i2l witnesses whose 
statements are recorded in the 26 volumes: 51 Witnesses ‘thyought 

the shots came from the grassy ‘moll, thought they came from 
the vicinity of the depository building, and haa no opinion, oN 

O NL ‘We Will now review some of thie testimony. 



Underpass. In a sworn affadavit shortly after the shooting, 

‘4 

BRarwitness, Byewitness, and Clafactory Testimony 

Indicating that the Shots Game from the Grassy Knoll"area,. 

Critic. 
: Forrest Sorrels, head of the Dallas Office of the Secret Service 

was in the lead car which was ddnost at the Triple Underpass: | 

"T...turned around to look up on this terrace part there, because — the sound sounded like it came from the back and up in that direction." (VII,345) 

Sam Holland, a railroad employee, was standing on top of the Triple 

he stated: 

"...the President's car was coming down Elm Street and when they got just about to the Arcade I heard what I thought for the moment was a firecracker...and I looked over towards the arcade and trees and Say a puff of smoke come from the trees... the puff of smoke I saw definitely came from behind the arcade . , and through the trees," (XXIV,212) When testifying, he reiterated: "I have no doubt about seeing that puff of smoke come out fron under those trees elther...and I have told those two, four, six, “ederal men thatlhave been out there that I definitely Saw the puff of smoke and heard the report from under those trees..immediately after the shots was fired, I run around (S1C} the end of this overpass, Behind the fence to see if I could. .°. see anyone up there behind the fe c@...I couldn't see up in _ that corner. I ran on up to the coner of this fence... . By the time I got there, there were 12 er 15 policemen and 

(2) Austin Miller, also standing on the Triple Underpass, swore: 

@) 

"I’ saw something which tT thought was smoke or steam coming from . = a group of trees north of Elm off the railread tracks." (XXIV,217 
James Simmons, another railroad employee, Was interviewed by the FBI. The FBI report of the interview states: : . ¢ 

"Simmons said he thought he saw exhqust fumes or smoke near the embankment. Simons then ran towards the -- Depository - Bullding...He stopped at a fence near the Memorial Arches .. ” and could not find anyone. c , oy ( XEN , #33) *: RaW ere ee 
1 a § fap: 
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Cleon Johnson, a machinist for the railroad, was alse on the Underpass. — _ The Report of an FBI interview with Mr. Jehngson states; _. “Mr. Johnsen stated that white smoke was observed near the — 

__Gumbers reter B aerial photo) 



pavillion." (XXII,836) 

Neither Johnson nor Simmons were interviewed by the Commission. 

Another person on the Triple Underpass was Frank Reilley. He 

was standing with Sam Habland. He testified; 

“It seemed to me like they came out of the trees...On the 
north side of Elm Street at the corner up there...Well, it's 
at that park where all the shrubs ig up there--«it's to the 
north of Elm Street---up the slope." (v1,227) 

As Harold Feldman has noted, of the twenty deputy sheriffs 

on duty whose statements are recorded in the volumes, “only one » 

decided the shots came from the TSBDB, three gave no opinion, and 

sixteen thought the assassin had fired from the area of the grassy 

knol1."* Deputy Sheriffs MeCurley and Oxford each state in their 

investigative reports that after running up the grassy knoll and 

Jumping the picket fence there, a man teld them that he had seen 

“smoke up in the corner of the fence", (XIX, 514 & 530) Mest of the 

deputies were standing near the courthouse. Hearing the shots, they 

ran across Dealey Plaza, up the slfe, and jumped the picket | 

fence. or the concrete wall. associated With the monument in order 

to run back towards the railroad yards. 

Gitizen. | Well wasn't there anyone whe werked back there in the 

railroad yards who testified? 

‘Critic. Certainly. Mr. Lee Bowers, a towerman for the Union ferminal 
oo 14 feet high | a 

Gompany, was at work in a railroad tewer/located just north of the |. 

grassy knoll behind the curving railread tracks. 

"Since approximately 10 e'clock in the morning traffic had been cut 
. off into the area so that anyone moving around could actually . 

_ be observed. Since I had worked there for a number of years 
I was familiar with most of the people whe came in and out 
of the area...there were three cars that came in during the 
time from around noen until the time of the Shooting...They 
came into the vicinity of the tower, which was at the extension of 

_flmw Street, which runs in front of the School Depository, and 
' which there is no way out. It is not a through? atreet to 
anywhere...I’ believe this was approximately 12:10...the (first) 
car proceeded in front of the School Depository dvetn across 2 Or 3 

ea in frortof the tower, and te the west. trauks and circled the ar 
of the tower,as if he was 
back through the enly way he could, the same outlet 

Oe The Winearty oy Out a WML \Qes” _ 

we echecking the area, and then proceeded _
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he came into...The ...car was a 1959 Oldsmobile, bhue and white 
station wagon With out-of-state license...Had a bumper sticker,... 
a Goldwater sticker...scme 15 minutes or so after this...there 
was another car which was a 1957 black Ford, with one male in 
it that seemed to have a mike or telephone or something that 
gave the appearance of that at least...He was holding something 
up to his mou gut, with one hand and he was driving with the 
other...He was wery close to the tower. I could see him... 
Had a Texas license...after 3 or 4 minutes cruising around the area 
it departed the same way....(A) Thind car...entered the area... 
some seven er-nine minutes before the shooting...a 1961 or 1962 
Chevrolet, four-door Impala, white...bore a similar out-of-state 
license to the first car I observed, occupied also by one 
white male...He spent a little mire time in the area...and 
slowly cruised back down tewards the front...The last I saw 
of him he was parting just above .thé:assassination sight... 
At the moment I heard the sound, I was looking directly . 
towards the area...at the time of the shooting there seemed to 
be some commotion...I just am unable to describe rather than it 
was something out of the ordinary, a sort of milling around, but 
something occurred in this particular spet which was out of the 
ordinary, which attracted my eye for some reason, which I could 
not identify . (VI,286~-288 ) . : 

Citizen. Well those certainly couldn't have been Dallas police 
cars. Two of them had out-of-state: licenses! = - 

Gritic. And I doubt very much they could belong to the Secret service. 
er the, FBI. These two agencies usually don't use 4 year old station » 

“wagons ,with Goldwater stickers on their bumpers! . 

Se far, we have revieWed the testimony of Witnesses who were . 

behind thie grassy knoll and these to the west of it on the underpass. 

Lets look at the testimony of some of those at the TSBD itself, | 

before we go one | ) | 

At the TSBD, Miss Victoria Adams, who works in the building, | 

‘Was watching the motorcade from the third pair ef windows from the 

left (facing the street) on the fourth floor. The window from which 
the shots are alleged to have been fired was above her (by twe floors) 

_ and four or five windows over to her left. Testifying before the 
Commission about the source ef the shots, she said: "It seemed Ag if 

if came from the right. below rather than from the left above ." (VI, 388) 

Billy Lovelady was standing below on the steps at the entrance 

to the TSBD. He was questioned by Commission Geunsel Ball. 



"Mr. Ball. Where was the direction of the sound? 
"Mre Lovelady. Right around that concrete little deal on that moll. 
"Mr. Ball. Thats where it sounded to you? 
“Mr. Lovelady. Yes, sir; to my right...sounded like it was 
in that area... between the underpass and the building right 
on that kmell. 
"Mr. Ball. id you see anything there? 
"Mre Levelady. No, sir; well, just people running...and hollerin. 
"Mr. Ball. How did you happen to go down there? 
"Mr. Lovelady. ...because everybody was running...toward that way 3 
every body thought 1t was coming from that direction. (VI,338) 

Also standing in frent ef the nspp YEtSir. Campbell, vice 
president of the firm; Danny Arce, a worker; AX4@ Roy Truly, the 
superindendant; Mrs. Robert Reid, and Wesley Frazier. 

Mrs. Reid testified: "I turned te Mr. Cambell and I said, "oh, my 

goodness, I am afraid these came from our building." But Mr. Campbell, 

he said, “oh, Mrs. Reid, no, it came from the grassy area dewn this 

) way." "| Danny Arce testified: "I thought they came from the railroad 

tracks to the west of the TSBD..." (VI,365) Frazier said the same 

| thing. truly heard "explosions from West. ef, the ‘puilding". ¢ ) : >. . 
. Mr SAambell Was ner cali eet U6. TeSTifu es “ 

As noted in the investigative report filed by Jack Faulkner, | : 

‘a deputy sheriff who helped search the T SED: "Sy awhen we got down 

‘te the third floor, we talked to office werkers who told us they 

were looking out of the third floor window when the shots were. ‘fired | 

from the | street n near “the concrete arcade ." (XIX,511) _ . 

Citizen. Who are the office workers? oe 

Critic. | they are ever identified, and no office workers whe Viewed . 

the parade. frou any third floor window ever testity before the — aca 

Commission. , 

Finally, we ‘want to review the testimony of those people 

“who: were standing @irectiy in the vicinity of the grassy knoll. 

"Those on the North. side of the street had, their backs turned te it, 

as they were watching. the parade. Those on the south side who were 

watching the President would have the grassy knoll area in the background 

of their view. The Presidential limousine was just coming abreast 

of the Stemmons Freeway eign on the © /grassy~lmellside of the street 

“when the shots rang outs 



NerTh owe — 
Standing halfway between the Steumons Freeway sign and the 

TSBD, Jean Newman swore: 

—_ “The first impression I had was that the shots came from my 
~* right." (XXIV, 218) 

Jean Newman was never called to testify before the Commission. 
John Auther Chism testified: "I was standing with my wife and 

- three year old boy, we were directly in fron of the Stemmons Freeway 
8ign...IJ looked behind me, to see whether it was a fireworks display 
or something..." (XXIV ,204 5 

(2) Marvin Faye Chism, his wife, swears in her affadavit: 

" .It came from what I thought was behind us..." (XXIV,205) 
The Chisms were never called to testify before the Commission. 

. Further down from the Stemmons Sign was another couple, Gayle 

> and Bill Newman, and their two young children, According to his 

wife's affadavit, they were'"the last people in line going 

‘towards the underpass." (XXIV, 218) . 

In his Sheriff's Department affadavit filed within hours of the 

shooting, he swears: 

"We were standing at the edge of the curb...We fell down on | 
7 the grass as it seemed that we were in direct path of fire... 
: I thought the shot had come from the garden directly behind me, 

that was en an elevation from where I was as I was right on 
the curb. I do not recall looking toward the TSBD. I loeked 
back in the vicinity of the garden." (XXIV, 218) 

His |wife states, in her affadavit: | 

",..we grabbed out two children and my husband lay on one child 
and I lay on the other one on the grasa..." (XXIV,219) 

“The Newman's were not called to testify before the Warren Commission. — 

A few feet past the Newman's are the stéps that climb the grassy — 

knoll. Emmett Hudson, caretaker of Dealey Plazawas en those stepag. 

- (elearly ‘visible in the Mary Moorman photograph). He swore: 
o a an 

"I Was...on the.,.steps of the siping area and about half way _ 
down the steps...The shots that I heard definitely came from =. 
behind and above me..." (*XIV,213) : ) 7 

() Mr. Hudson was called to testify before the Commission. Here 

is what happened when he repeated thet same statement that is on | 

—) file in his Sheriff's Department affadavit;: 

. Hudgohh...you could tell the shet was coming from above and kind of behind. _ rn - 
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Mr. Liebeler. How could you tell that? 
Mr. Hudson. Well, just the sound of it. 
Mr. Liebeler. You heard it come from sort of behind she motorcade oN and above? ; ,. _ Mr. Hudson. Yes.... (MEP F656} | 

Citizen. It seems sort of obvious from the context that Mr. Hudson | 
has been a bit bamboozled by that sort of questioning. 

Wasn't heel | | 
Critic. j Phere is one more witness who was standing on the North 

Side of the street whose testimony was taken by the Commission. 

(4) Mrs. Donald Baker was standing right at the curb, at the westennmost 

; edge. of the TSBD. Oswald, of course, is directly above and behind 

her as she is wathhing the parade. 

| Mre Liebeler. Did you have any idea where they were coming from? Mrs. Baker. Well, the way it sounded-«it sounded like Lt. was coming from--there was a railroad track that runs behind the building...and around...and there was a train that looked 
like a circus train as well as I can remember now...this other —_-_girl_and_I_almost—ran_back_over_there_and_leoked_—and_we dtan't—- . 86@ anything... 

. - MPs’ Liebaler. And you say there are some railroad tracks back - “ in there...Immediately behind Dealey Plaza away from Elm Street... yoy And is that where you thought the shots came fron? ; 

r
e
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Mra. Baker. Yes. 
Mreo Liebeler. And when you went down there and looked, did 
you see anybody at all? ; 
‘Mrs. Baker. Just a policeman and several people were down there. around the tracks working. «.« oo ) 

Mr. Liebeler. Now, you have subsequently heard, I'm sure, and from reading in the.newspapers and one thing and another, that | Lt appears that the shots actually came from the Texas School 
Book Depositoyy Building; is that right? . 

. Mrs, Baker, Yes. . : - : SU. : : . : 
_. Mr. Liebeler. Does that seem possible te you in view of what ' you heard at the time?. , . , , 

Mrs, Baker. Well, I guess it might have been the wind, but - 
to me it didn't. ae . oS 

Mr. Liebeler. The sounds you heard at the time did not appear to come from the Texas School Book Depository Building? : oo Mrs. Baker. No,sir. - . fe iD _ Mra, Baker, esir. a (OE, 51 0\ 
([4-) sanes rague, an automobile salesman, was Standing near the mouth 

-9f the Triple Underpass, on the south side of Main Street (just. 

‘where Main Street goes under the railroad trakke). He was watching 

a) the parades ati 
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Mr. Liebeler. ...Did you have any idea where these shots 

came from when you heard them ringing out? | 

Mre Tague. Yes; I thought they were coming from my left. 

Mr, Liebeler...O0f course, now we have other evidence that would 
indicate that the shots did come from the Texas School Book 
Depository, but see if we can disregard that and determine 
just what you heard when the shots were fired in the first place. . 

Mr. Tague. To recall everything ig almost impossible. Just 
an impression is all I recall, is the fact that my first impression 
was that up by the, whatever you call the monument, or 
whatever it was...that somebody was throwing firecrackers up 
there...When I saw the people throwing themselves on the ground 
is when I realized there was serious trouble,..I believe they 
came from up in here. 

Mr. Liebeler. Back in the area "6"?...Behind the concrete monument here between Nos. 5 and 7, toward the general area of "G"? 

Mr. Tague. Yes... 

N. 
a
l
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_Mr._Liebeler, _Do-you_think that 1t 19 consistent with what 
' you heard and saw that day, that the shots could have come from . 
the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository? — 

Mr. Tague. Yes , | | , 
MYre Liebeler. There was in fact a considerable echo in that area? 

Mr. Tague. There was no echo from where I stood, I was asked | —_ 
thisi b ° sepa 18) question efore, and there was no eche “mr, S87} ; 

Citizen. ‘It gives me a rather uncomfortable feeling when I listen . 

_to this sort of questioning. I was under the impression that the 

Warren Commission was a fact-finding body: they are suppesed to 

gather all the information they can possibly obtain, and then write _ wea 

a Report which states conclusions based upon the evidence they have 

gathered.’ But the questioning of Hudson, Tague, and Baker is very — 

argumentative and leading. The attorneys for the Commission seem to 

be trying to sway the witness to their point of view. It is as iz 

they were prosecuting attorneys, trying to put into the record as 

many statements as pessible which defend the thesis that one 

man did the shooting all alone. 

Critic. That ia why the Report has been called a "prosecutor's prier", 
and "the case for the prosecution". : 

ae a :
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Mr. “Abraham Zapruder was standing on the concrete abutment 

which extends from the monument structure situated on the knoll. 

He has the whole assassination sequence on film. He viewed the effect of 
bullets impacting through his telephoto lens as he followed 

the far down the streets directly in front of him (where the 

fatal shot was fired) and on out to his right where ElmiStreet 
exiters the Triple Underpass. 

6) ° Mr. Zapruder...t remember the police were running behind me«e. I also thought 1t came from back of MO eee 
Mr. Liebeler, From the direction behind you? Mr. Zapruder. Yos...I assumed that they came from there...the police started running back of me, it looked like it came from back of me... 
Mr. Liebeler., Did you form any opinion about the direction from which the shots came by the sound...? Mr. Zapruder. No, there was too much reverberation. (VII ,572) 

Later in the testimony, the following remarkable—exchange takes place; Ho 
: 

Mr. “apruder. " Sy they claim it has proven (SIC) 4t could be done by one mane You know there was indication there were two? 

Mr.Liebeler. Your films were extremely helpful to the work of the Commission, Mr. Zapruder. wee 

(VII,576) , | 
. oo ce Virectly across the street from Mr. 4apruder, facing the 

grassy knoll, were Mary Moorman and Jean Hill. Mrs. Moorman was _ 
.. never called to testify before the Commission, but the Sheriff's 

‘Department did get -her affadavit. Mrs. Hill did testity. 
Mrs. Moorman states, in her affadavit: 

"Ag President Kennedy was opposite me, I took a picture of hime As I snapped the picture of President Kennedy, I heard a shot ring out...When I heard these shots ring out, I fell to the ground to keep from. being hit myself." — , . 
ra 

Mrs. Hill's testimony is very exciting and interesting. She was 
perhaps closer to the Presidential limousine at the moment the shots 

pang out than any other witness before the Commission. (She can bea 
seen in the background ef Zapruder frames before frame 313. aShe 
is the woman in the red raincoat on page 17 and 20 of the book 

> "Four Daya", by UPI and American Heritage). 
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_Mrs. Hill makes the following points in her testimony 1) She thought there were from four to six shots. 2) She thought they came from the grassy knoll 3) Immediately after the shooting, she chased a man she thought was “running away" into the réilroad yards 

Mrs. Hill. We were Standing on the curb...I jumped to the edge of the street and yelled, "Hey, we want to take your picture."...the shot rang out. Mary took the picture and fell on the ground and of course there were more shots...I have always said there were some four to six shots. There were three shots---one right after the other, and a distinct pause... and then I heard nore...they were rather rapkdly fired...I think there were at least four or five shots and perhaps six, but I kmow there were more than three...my girl fkiend fell “on the ground...during the shooting... just immediatély after she had taken the picture...She fell on the ground and grabbed my slacks and aaid, ,"Get down, they're shooting." and, I knew they were but I was too stunned to more...the (first) three were fired ag though one person were firing...They were fired just like you could reload and fire again...I think that. firing «..could have been done with...a bolt action. 

Mr. Specter. And how about the shots that followed the three shots, then, what would the sequence of timing have been on those? ' 
, Mre~s Hill. I thought they were ditlferent--f thought the sequence » was different...Quicker--More automatic...1 think I can still. - seemingly‘ hear it...I know there were at least 4, and I just. almost swear that I heard 5 or 6...I have heard that i shot - Rit Kennedy and alse hit Connally, that the same shot that hit Kennedy hit Connally...To me he wasn't -hit When the first. Shot hit...I just think that he was hit after Kennedy was- hit because,well, just the way that 1t looked, I would say /that.he.was hit later... Seas pa. 

(VI,206~209) Later in| the-afternoon, Mrs. Hill talked te a Secret Service man: 
Mra. Hill...and I talked with this man, a Secret Service Man, and I said, "Am I a kook or what's wrong With me?",T said, ) "They keep saying three shots-~three shots", and ft said," know -I heard more. I heard from four to six shots anyway." ; He said, "mrs. Hill, we were standing at the window and we ‘heard more shots also, but we have three wounds and we have three bullets, three shots is all that we are willing to say right NOW oe ~ co, '.  (VI,222) 

“Here is Mrs. Hill's testimony about the source of the shots. 

Mrs. Hillssel frankly thought they were Goming from the moll... weeT had-alwagz thought that they came from the kmoll...I thought it was just people shooting from the : knodi~-I did think there was more: than’one person shooting...- 
Mr. Specter. What made you think that? oo cyl Mrs. Hill. The was the gun report sounded...the timing ’ 

Mrs. Hill almost immediately ran across the street (and was almost 
hit by one of the escort motorcycles). She claimed she saw a man 

“running across the. knoll and ran into the railroad yards after 
Me be, 
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after him. 

Mrs. Hill. I kept running towards the train tracks...I saw an policemen-~some were coming off of their motorcyclies...the — policemen were coming from all sorts of diffenent directions, people were closing in, and all I could think of was, "YT want to get out of here fast. I don't want to be caught by anybody see I don't want to be in on anything," and everytime anybody would come toward me I would go another way until I got off of that hill back up there where the tracks Were, C¥i, \ 

Mra. Hill returned to where her friend, Mary Moorman was standing. 

“Mrs. Hill...There was a man holding Mary's arm and she was erying and he had hold cof her camera trying to take it with him...I started trying to shake his hand loose and grab the camera...he insisted we go...with him...and he just practically ran us up to the court house...and put us in this little POOM +. We couldn't leave. He kept standing in front of the door...we didn't know that we were in a pressroom. We just knew we were in a courthouse and with police...some man came in and offered Mary a sum, I think-~say--$10,000 or something like this for this picture...we realized at that time we didn't have that picture, that it had been taken from us...and that was quite a bit of money and wer were getting pretty excited about it, and Mary was getting BCATEG——— _ (V1 ) : . ; . . : j 
- Mrs. Hill tells of an incident shortly after the assassination with . 

can one of the network affiliates in the Dallas area. | 

Mrs. Hill...I do want to tell you about a camera team that came out there to my house that this John Coker was Withes. - They came out and brought TV cameras,..they told me they were not going to tell me the questions that they were going to ask | . me, that they wanted to get my reactions to their questions...I. - would say they set up hypothetical Situations like--could he - have been shot from the Window, if this is the kind of wound that it would have made? or, to make this kind of a wound, he had to have been™Here...I told them and from what I gathered / that day...I had gotten the idea from them, thab@ there Was speculation or some reasonable doubt that.Oswald did not do all the shooting and that all-these shots did not come from the window...I: asked why were they coming out here, why would they come to my home, why was that important, and they said, “Something big is going to break in a little while and a we want to put it on first. We want to be ready for it." . Vi, ) 
Mr. Specter. Did they ever put that television interview on ?. 

Mrs. Hill. I have’ never seene.. (it)... | - - 
Citizen. That is ome very exciting testimony. Weren't there any | 

“other people also standing on that side of the street, who were 

7, actually facing the knoll at the time of the shots? 

Gritie. If you look in the background ef the Zapruder film, 

starting with about frame 235 and goihg through 334, and then look 
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at the later frames published by Life Magazine, you can count up 

a total of about 22 people that are standing in the Dealey Plaza 

o) area just South of Elm Street. 

It is absolutely incredible that only Jean Hill and James Altgens 
, others 

have been called to testify before the Commission. These/are undoubtedly 
Some of 

_fthe most important witnesses to the assassination. 

“(W-6 and W-7, taken within seconds of the shooting, show the 
reaction of the crowd after the shooting. In W-6, note the couple 
crouched on the ground over their children ~--and peering up the knoll. 
At the extreme right, another man is crouched down, also looking 
up the knoll. Beneath the “Fort Worth" sign, a motorcycle patrolman 
-has dismounted and is running up the slope, and two men whe had hit 
the dirt during the shooting are in a sitting position at the base 

of the tree by the stairway. In W-7, note the police officer and the 
man in plain clothes racing up and across the slope, respectively. 

-. The latter is at the extreme right hand side of the picture. His 
- we§e foot is thrust forward, bent at the knee. -His left hand is 

. Whipped backwards: the pose of a man running at full speed. There 
NOt fo are only. two or three people in ention is. 

not directed at the grassy knoll.) 

The Report: states: “When the shots were fired, many people near 
can the depository believed that the shots came from the railroad bridge 

: | over’the Triple Underpass or from the area to the west of the Depository. 
. In the hectic: moments after the assassination, many spectators ran 

< dn the general direction of the Triple Underpass or the railroad 
°:; #yards northwest of the building. Some were running toward the place 

- from which the sound of the rigle appeared to come, others were 
fleeing the scene of the shooting." (W-80) rs 

Hg , h : 
Commenting on this, Mr. Feldman writes: "It requires a patient 

culling.of the 26 volumes appended to the Report.to learn that here 
and elsewhere the Report is a not unskillful deception. Welvould 
not learn from the Report itself, for e@ample, that the "many people" 
were in fact most. people, the overwhelming majority. We are drawn 
a picture of bystanders rushing westward of the TSBDB, "some" to 

-find the assassin, “others"’to escape.hime But we.are not told 
that practically none of the witnesses belonged to the second category, 
and that the "some" who looked for the assassin in the vicinity of 
the grassy knoll included almost every deputy sheriff on duty in the | 
area that day and most of the policemen." ne 

 Gitizens What about people who smelled smoke ?. 

° Gritic.. After the second and thrtd shots, Mrs. Earle Cabell | 

who is wife of the Dallas mayor and riding in the third or fourth 

CJ car in the motorcade states she “was acutely aware of the odor of 
~ eS | gunpowder" at that time. (45%) 

_ Patrolman J.M.Smith was standing at the intersection of Houstdn 

+The Minseity & One 3/65 
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- behind the grassy kmol1? 

Lk 

and Main at the time he heard the shots. He ran past the TSBD, up 
the grassy moll and into the parking area behind, He is 
quoted in the Texas Observer, 12/13/63, as having smelled 
gunpowder there: "...a faint smell of it--I could tell it was in. 
the air...a faint odor of it", 

“Citizen. Now how could the smell of gunpowder carry the 200 feet “s from inside the sixth floor window bf the TSED to reach the nostril's 
of a person in the motorcade, and a policeman in the parking lot . 

Critic. That is what t'a like to know. In addition, Mrs. Donald — 
Baker indicates in her testimony that she started to smell the odor 
also, despite the fact that she ran in the direction of the grassy knoll immediately after the shooting. (VII,510,512) | : Hie teaesy . 
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front right hand Side of the President, who was Slammed against the back seat of the automobile by the force of the. shot. 
2. The government Claims this shot came from the rear, and claims there tsa small wound ef entry on the back of the President's skull, ° 
3. None of the Doctors at Parkland Hospital saw a wound of entry — on the back of the President's skull, . 
4. Many Parkland Dyctors described a wound of exit there. 

Sir Ke, 5s There is testimony of those who saw Shas:A! onthe right hand side of the President's head, and those who saw a wound there, 

7+ The Parkland Hospital repprt of Dr.. Clark says the President died of 
a gunshot wound of the left temple. 7 Ot . 
8. Photographs and Xerays of the President's wounds were never shown to the Warren Commission; instead, artists drawings of the alleged i wounds were submitted, 

autopsy report._ 

9. Lhe testimony of Jackie Kennedy concerning her husbands wounds Was censored from the transcript. 

10. Dr. Humes, the- Har autopsy surgefion, burned his original | 
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ll. The great majority of those who heard the shots thought they came from the front right hand side of the road: the Grassy Knoll 

raw 12. There is sworn testimony and affadavits of those who saw smoke “Prising from this area during the shooting. We know of four “people who saw smoke. 

13. There is testimony of those who smelled gunpowder at ground level after the shooting in the vicinity of the grassy kmoll. 

“14, Many bystanders who were facing the grassy Knoll during the shooting were not called to testify. ; 

Do I have it all? 

Critic. All but Warren Commission's. conclusion: "..there is no 

question in the mind of any member of the Commission that all the 

shots which caused the President's and Governor Connally's wounds 

were fired from the sixth floor window of the Texas School Book 
Depository. There is no credible evidence that the. shots were 

—_—_fired...from_anyother locations" (W-38;#-39)— 

~~
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Argument Number Two; The Spliced filn, the four 
missing frames, and the"wounded Sign. Hypothesis", 

critic. This argument concerns the 4 missing fremes and the splice 
in the Zapruder film, aa shown in Commission Exhibit 885. 

Citizen, What is Commission Exhibit 8857 : 
Critic. Commission Exhibit 585 is found on the first 85 pages of 
Volume 18 of the Hearings and Exhibits velumes of the Commission. The 
first 80 pages contain 160 black and white photographs of frames from “ 
the Zapruder film, two frames to a page. The remaining pages contain 
9 fremes- from two cther cameras: 6 from the Nix film, and 3 from the 
Muchmore film. During the hearings of the Commission, this exhibit was | 

- bound as a separate Liem and used during the testimony of several 
witnesses,. Let us go to the official records of the Commission, at 
that point in the hearings when it was officially described and 
introduced into evidence, to find out exactly what it is supposed to 
contain. ‘Here is the sworn testimony of FBI photographic expert . 

‘Lyndal Shaneyfelt: 

Mr. Specter, I now hand you an album which has been marked ag ae Commission Exhibit No. 885...T ask you to state what that album depicts. a / Mr. Shaneyfelt. This ig an album that I prepared of black and white photographs madé of the majority of the frames in the Zapruder film———_ | | i ph Mr. “pecter, Starting with what frame number? Mr. Shaneyfelt. Starting with frame 171 and going through frame 334, Me. Specter. And why did you. start with frame 171? cet Mr. Shaneyfelt....This «..frame number...was...far enoygh back to include the area that we wanted-to study. , Mr. Specter. Is that a frame where President Kennedy comés into ©. full view after the motorcade furns left off of Houston onto Elm © _ Street? Ls . _ Mr. Shaneyfelt. Yes, yes. co ; oe - Mr. Specter. And how was the ending point of that frame sequence, being No. 334, fixed? : - oS Mr. Shaneyfelt. It was fixed as several frames past the shot . -- that hit the President in the head. Frame 313 is the frame showing the shot to the President's head... (V 143) . Hedy 
Mr. Specter. At this time I move for the admission into evidence of Commission Exhibits Nos. 885 through 903 which constitute all the photographs referred to by Mr, Shaneyfelt and Mr. Frazer - during their testimony... — Mr. MeCloy. They may be admitted, ~ . (VYL7L) | 
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Gritic. In spite of the description given by the FBI's photographic 

expert--~a description which contains NO MBENTICKN of an deletions 
t Pp 

- between frames 171 and 334, it is a fact that the filw from which 

these photographs were made was SPLICED, with exactly four frames ~ 
hele removed: 209, 210, 211, the bottom/of 208, and the top half of 212! 

The album does CT contain frames Ti threugh 334. Instead, it contains 

frames 171-207, next a frame captioned 212, and then frames 2135 -~334, 
The frame captioned 212 consists of the top half of +. frame 208. 
rather cnudely and obviously spliced to the bottom half of 212, 

. ca The splice is readily apparent in the photograph captioned ele. It is 
a black horizontal line running across the center of the frame, 

- To see this clearly, direct your attention to the preceding frames 
numbered 206 and.207: note the tree just coming into view at the right 

. 
4 
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hand side of the picture. 4apruder was scanning his camera from left 
to right, following the. President as he went by him; therefore, that 

in the background “tree marches from right to left/from frame to frame of his film. 

Now examine the ‘frame captioned 212, The tree igs severed in half 
and by the splice! It grows up out of the gpound/ stops in mid~air at 

the splice. The top half of the tree can be found at the right hand 
side of the picture: it starts in mid-air, _ dust above the splice, 

In- any . event, the albun is at deast captioned coprectiy : the numbers 
. run "205, 206, 207, 212, 213, eto." 

i 

& “elm cement nck herigental hue ind cecting 

— presey ce of Clear celluloid sachin, 
Can be Setn In frame 207). 
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Hitizen. I gather that you think those four frames were deleted for 

a reason, and that it has something to do with the existance of 

a second assassin. What could possibly happen in 4/18's of a second | 

that was recorded on thoge particular 4 frames of the filn, which 

would prove the existence of a second assassin? offhand, I ean't 

conceive of anything the camera could see for A/8's of a second, 

that wouldn't be recorded by the camera 1/18" th of a second before 

or after such a short time Spano | | 

Critic. Here is the explanation. ‘The Commission concluded that 

thePresident “was probably shot through the neck between frames 

210 and 225..." (W102). The lower limit, frame 210, was determined 

because that is the first frame at which the line-of-sight existed 

between Kennedy and the lone gunman in the sixth floor Window Aeeascas, of 

om,
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tne Hi tt CIN OE OO Eee As the Report. notes, "the point at which the rifleman had a clear. 
view through the telescopic sight of the point where the bullet 

entered the President's back was when the car emerged fro om behing 

the tree at frame 210." (Ww~ ~101) The Commission concluded "4 is. 

probable | ‘that the President was not shot before frame 2LO wee It is. ../doubtful that even the most proficient markaman PCRAXA MR XHGEE SRSA TROL would have hit him through the oak tr, aeeee" (F108 

However, ‘President Kennedy was visibly reacting to his neck wound | 

when he came out from behind the Stemmons sign in frame 226. The. 
Report notes that "around frame 205...a road sign blocked out most Co a 
of the President's body from Zapruder' 8 view through the lens of . ne th PR UDER'S) . his Came ra» president Kennedy again came fully into view in the 

| Bapruder film at frame 225, he seemed to be reacting 0G to his neck 
* pound by raising. his hands to his throat. ' According ‘to Shaneyfelt 

the reaction was.."clearly apprent in 226..." thas the evidence 

indicated that the President was not hit until at least frame 210 and 

that he was probably hit by frame 225..-the obstruction of Zapruder's 

view by the sign precluded a more specific determination..." (W-102) 
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At frame 205, Mr. Kennedy disappeared behind the highway sign > 

Ln the viewfinder of the Z2apruder canera. Keep in mind that mr, 

Zapruder thought the shots came from behind him. 

Mr. Zapruder....1 remember the police were “vunning behind me... I also thought it came from back of M@ ose 
Mr. Liebeler. From the direction behind you? ; Mr. Zapruder. Yes...I assumed that they came from there... the police started Cunning back of me, it looked like it cane from back cf me... about 
Mr. Liebeler. Did you forme any cpinilon/2¥as the. direction from which the shots came by the gound...? 
Mr. Zapruder. No, there WAS TOO MUCH REVERBERATIGN. 

(vit, 572) tb Of course, the Commission would have us believe that the "peverberation" * 
_&U* Waescribed by Zapruder is the result of an echo cf Oswald firing his 
“Ct rifle abevt 200 feet away, from inside the 6th floor window of the 
A) TSBD. Mr. zapruder was even more srecifie later on-in his testimony. 

af He said: "...they claim 1t has proven @ic) it could be dne- by one 

AGO nan. You know there was indication there were two?" ; to this, the” 

| Commission: counsel replied: "your films’ were extremely: helpful to : Noe i alanis 
I the work of the Commission, Mr. Zaproder.' (vitt,’ 576) 

| IF, hevever, there WAS @ second gunman shooting at. the: President 

from behind Mr. ‘Zapruder,, he too would be having trouble with: ‘that.’ 

sign.” Te would ‘start: to. gone between him and Mr, Kennedy in faa 

 gunsight’ ‘in the same way" that ib blocked Mr. Zapruder's view of: 

“vr Kennedy’ at: frame 205.- If this: shooter squeezed off a “shot | Just. 

as ‘the car: went behind the: ‘sign and provided Just, a “bit ‘too much : 

lead’ on’ bis target, which was moving’ to the right, "do you know what 

would ° ‘happen? es | ae 

 «Gitizen. “He would hit. the: sign! ‘Is: ‘there: ‘any ‘indication that’a 
(bullet hit. the- sign? - cee oe an ee 

| oritic. Yes, Note: ‘that starting. at fr a a, ter are 2 black 
curving lines which: appear on the back of ‘the Signe They emanate 

aed from the upper right, hand corner of the lower Sprocket hole of frame | 
212, the: ‘first. ‘frame after ‘the splice, There are NO SUCH LIVES: : 
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BEFORE THE SPLICE. The back of the Sign is clearly visible 

in tne frenes brior to the splice: no euch lines are there at all! 

‘These lines g grow markedly in frame 213, and oscillate with a decreasing 

amplitude throughout succeading frames through about frame 222, 

If these dines are extrapolated backwards to their point of 

_ intersection, one finds that they do indeed intersect but that this 

point of intersection does not arpear on frame 212 because it occurs 

inside the sprocket hole, and there is no celluloid there to record 

the event. In fact, JUST THCSE FOUR FRAMES CF THR FILM HAVE BEEN 

DELETED which would whow the point of intersection of the lines. The 

hypothesis then is that frames 208~211 record the piercing of the 

sign by a bullet. A bullet hole made its aj-vearance on the sign 

during this period and just that number of frames were omitted 

‘sign to. refract ent in thet manner : along various specific te 

. Oltizen. Why? 

until the first one (ie:frame 212) at which the bullet hole had 

“marched oft the left hand margin of the filme In this case, that 

weuld be the sprocket hole of the film, and 4 frames would have to. 

‘be deleted. 

Citizen. What: are the lines? - 
| 

Critic, If a bullet pierced the sign, a sudden pulse of energy 
| 

“would be transferred to. the. signe This would probably cause the © 

’ directions. 
i 
j 
; { 

. Critic. The sign would dissipate the energy transferred t to it 

—— by Setting up stress waves which would propoggte. back and forth 

-aercss the sign. ‘the sign, however, is made of some material which | 
wood | 

“has a specific structure. Like EIGN whee it fractures, it would 
have certain “preferred directions". The stresses would propogate 

along these specific directions, changing the reflectivity of the 

sign along these directicns. The camera would "see" this as a 

change in ‘the darkness of the material of the sien along these directions. 
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Hence the oscillating and curting streaks. 

Gltizen. But its not really important where the bullet was fired 

from does it? Isn't it only the time element that counts here ? 
Critic. Corrent. It doesn't matier where the shooter is, It is 

crucial to reglize this. IF the film shews that a bullet hit that 
slgn between frames 208-211, there MUST be a sécnd shooter because 
of the 42 frame minimum firing time constraint of the rigle, and the 
fact that the Commission consedes Oswald hit tos President the first 

time between 210~225, Conceding Oswald did hit the President at 
 apyiine during that time span, who hit the Sign from 208-211? 

{A briéf look at the aerial photograph will show you that they 
are in entirely different directions as seen from the sixth floor 

Window. It is simply not possible for the same—bultet—ro—go 

e
e
t
 

_ Gritic, That is the next 

through both the President end the sign.) 
Citizen, Why can't we check the Sign itself to see whether or not 
there is a bullet hole in 16? 

mystery. Soon after the shooting, the 
Sign was removed and replaced? - 

t 

Citizen. How do you know that? 

Critic. The easiest way to verity that ig from the testimony of. 
Emmet Hudson, groundskeeper of Dealey Plaza. He was Mo Ce IC 

lebeler and ONE, phelegigh [Gol CET by Mr. Liebeler and shown Wor cturediwal ok was taken in December os i ar When @ : , dd gp ESAT (MaT THe Ong) Huser OS) wag delewe Chetry Hye AGGGds OAs of the Dealey Plaza area, The following transpired: 

Mr. Liebeler: Now, this picture, Hudson Exhibit No. $, has & Sign in it that says, "Stemmons Freway, keep right" doesn't it? _.. Hudson. Yes: Se ) oo “Liebeler. Can you find that Blgn on thé photograph #18 of - Commission Exhibit No. 875?...Where is the Stemmons Freeway sien in this picture? Gan’ you see it in t at picture at all. I can't, 
‘Hudson. T can't elther~--that isn't ite--it's farther up this _way...There were tyo of them that wasn't too far apart right ‘ through there-~--~them signs was~=--one was right along in here 'and the other one was ejtaer further up, I guess. [t's not. in that picture--~I don ¢ believe. Now, THEY HAVE MOVED. SCME CF THOSE SIGNS. THEY HAVE MOVED THAT RL. THCRNTON FREWAY SIGN AND FUT UF A STEMMCNS SIGN. : co “Liebeler, They have: They hage moved 147° | Mr. Hudson. Yes, Sire (VII, 562) : 



vi 
; Vommissicn Exhibit 875 ecnsists of pictures taken on 

Dec. 5, 1963 according to the notation on page 892 of Volume XVII. 

Before we leave the subject, we shculd discuss any 

possible innocent 6xplanations you can think of for the four 

missing frames and the splice in the film. 

ee! 
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The Gitisen and the Critic @iscuss some/innocsnt explanations of _the splice, 

Citizen, Do’ you think they took ovt four frames simply because 

the President couldn't be seen as he was behind the sign? 

Critic. No; that seems very unlikely and I will explain why. As the correctl iy 
Report/states, ‘aroumd frane 205 y+. 0a road sign blocked out most of 
the President's body from Zapruder's view through the lens of his 
camera...Fresident Kennedy again came fully into view in the Zapruder 

film at frame 225..." (W+102) The Fresident cannot be seen because 
of the sign for twenty frames! Why would they delete Just those 
four frames if that was the reason for deleting any at all? Ana keep 
in mind that these frames wera deleted from a motion picture film 
and that the film was actually spliced! tft woulda not have been 
necessary to splice the film if all that was intended: was to delete 
four still “photographs ‘made from that film. They did not nave to 
splice the film to do that. They just could have omitted the 
four reproductions. And [I doubt. very much (applying your 

| hypothest s to the film itself) whether anyone ever considered 
saving some viewer 4 particular eighteenths of a second of eye strain . | 

“by deleting Tour of the -20 frames ‘when the President was behind the 
Signe — 

Citizen, “E jost thought of another reasen. Isn't there always a. 
splice in 8um filn, when you get it back from the processing plante 

“Critic. Yes, but that splice. occurs at the point when you. open your 

camera to. "turn the film over" in order ‘to use - the’ ‘other side", oo 
Mr. Zapruder couldn? t have done that in A/G" of a ‘second! 
Citizen. What about ordinary film damage? | Majbe the zapruder film 
was damaged? 

Critic. No. First of all, there is no mention made anywhere in any of 
the testimony of the FBT experts or of Zapruder, that his original 

— film or any” copies made ‘from it were spliced or damaged in any way. 
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Second of all, a very small 14 inch square reproduction of frane 

210 appears as part of another exhibit, Commission Exhibit 893. (It 
-_ is too small and too darkly developed to tell whether or not there 

are lines on the Sign). The ones in CE 885 are about 16 square inches, 

Thus there is some copy of the Zapruder film on which there IS a 

frame 210, and Undamaged, to boot. Finally, we learn of the 

existance of 35mm color slides of the four missing franes, nade 

. directly from the original film by Life magazine (and then turned 

over to the government) in addition to the existance of various 

copies made from the original film, all from the following testimony 

of Mr. Shaneyfelt. . 

Mr. Shaneyfelt....Mr. 4apruder, on realizing what he had in his photographs, took them immediately to a local Dallas processing plant...and had three copies made. He turned two coples_of these _movies—over to +.<the secret Service. The original and the other copy he sold to Life Magazine...The Secret Service loaned a copy to us (the FBI) to make a copy for our use, which we did, and this copy is the one that I have been examining. , 

Mr. Specter. at any time ...was the original of that movie — obtained? oo , , 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. Yes; it was. on February 25, Mr. Herbert Orth, who'is the assistant chief of the Life magazine photographic laboratory, provided the original of the Zapruder film for review by the Commission representatives and representatives of the FBI and Secret Service...Life magazine was reluctant to release the original because of the value. Se he brought it 

film, Mr. Orth volunteersd to prepare 35mm color slides DIRECELY FROM THE ORIGINAL MOVIE of ALL of the pertinent frames of the .. assassination which were determined to be FRAMES 172 THROUGH 434.,. 
ABA 4s 100 frames later than 334, when the car was Still in front of | 

: Zapruder. As 1s noted by Mr. Shaneyfelt, Zapruder started his camera _ 

»" fland kept it running throughott the route down Elm Street until the 
car.went out of sight on his right."(V,139) Thus frame 434, 100 0 

_, frames and about 5% seconds past the ending point of the last frame 
. in the booklet of pictures prepared by mr. Shaneyfelt, presumably 

- depicts the disappearance of the limousine into the Triple Underpass.. 
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This is corroborated by Mr. Zapruder who testified: "...IT was still 

Shooting the pictures until he got under the underpass--I don't even 

know how I did it." (VII,571) Frame 254, on the other hand, shows 
- Jackie Kennedy before she has yet started to climb onto the 

turtlebagk of the limousine while the car was still in front of 

zapruder, not far off to his right. Some of these later 100 frames 

have been published by Life.? The last 20 to 40, never published 
anywhere, would show the grassy knoll area in foreground as seen 

through Mr. Zapruder's camera when he had it trained on the mouth of 
the underpass. This would include the area behind the concrete 

wall on the grassy knoll and, in general, shots of the top portion 

of the Imoll near the picket fence.° Their ommission, in light 

of the earwitness and eyewitness testiminy, may be quite Significant. 

In any event, we learn from the sworn testimony of the FBI's 

photographic expert of the existance of ' 2.2.35. mm color slides. 

(made ) directly from the original movies. .of all...frames...171 

trough 454. " (7,139), 
that testimony includes the 4 missing frames. From this 

testimony, ana the ‘demonstrable existance of frame 210 as part of 

Coumission Exhibit 893, -we can deduce that the original Zapruder 

film has no frames missing. Therefore, it is neither damaged NoR 

apliced. Thus, “NO "first" COPY MADE DIRECTLY FROM THES ORIGINAL 

COULD. CONTAIN A SPLICE. “But Commission Exhibit 885 was made, from 

- some film ‘that does contain a splice. Ergo, SOME COPY of the Zapruder o 

film or a "second copy" (1e:"a copy of ‘a copy") was spliced. This’. 

8 A still photograph, which corresponds exactly to frame 410, was taken from 4apruder's position by the FBI several months later. It can be found in Volume 21, (Shaneyfelt Exhibit 33) . This photo’ was taken regarding another aspect of the case, but serves to corroborate the claim as to what the actual frame 410 would show. 
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Spliced version was used to make the reproductions found in 

Commission Exhibit 885 which is for the published record of the 

Commission. . . 

(In this context, it should be noted that there is no further 

information at the National Archives; they are NOT showing a complete 

set of slides, 171 through 434, but rather an abridged set that are 

simply color versions of the black and white frmmes found in cE 885) 

The transparencies numbered 208—=211 are simply missing from the slide 

tray, and the one marked "212" is, in addition, explicitly labeled 

“spliced". It is a color version of the Spliced frame captioned | 

"212" in G.E. 885) | 
' Citizen. Do you have any indication that anyone is intentionally 

not releasing all the information available? 

Critic. There is the following remark of Mr. McCloy stated at this 

general point in the procedings. “May I say here, paranthetically 

. that we do not intend to reproduce all of this in the 
“c.published record of the Commission since we have extracted the 

key numbers on Exhibit 885...the album which shows the frames 
of the Sapruder film...but for the permanent archives these 
films should be made a part of the permanent record." (v,178) 

) . . 
That remark of Mr. McCloy gains much Significance when considered 

in the light of the following news story which appeared in the New 
York Herald-Tribune shortly afte the Commission finished its 
work and turned much of ite material over to the Archives. 

i 
i 
' 

6. NeYeHerald Tribune . December 15, 1964 
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It was written by Dom Bonafede, of the Tribune's Wasoington staff. 

(It is heaclined: "Warren Data--Silence for 75 Years". It reads, 

in part: 

Washington. Evidence and investigating reports used by the Warren Commission have been stored in a special vault in the National archives Building andwill remain inaccessible to the public for 75 years...only under axtraordinary circumstances will parts of the historic material be made available to scholars and writers at an earlier date. Dr. Robert. Bahmer, deputy | archivist, said yesterday that each agency that furnished data may Geclassify Lts material...ana grant permission for responsible persons to see lt. However, an outsider Wishing to sse all. of the secret material wobd have to get the approval of all the agencies involved in ths lavestigation, tncluding the FEI, CIA, State Department and U.S. Immigration service. [Dr. Bahmer said yasterday that barring any grants of special nermission the National Archives will follow its policy of keeping the material classified for 75 years, This, he observed, is the pcolict¥y concerning all historic investigationss j.He said that 75 years was chosen as the Geclassification figure because it is considered to be the life Span of an individual. The period is intended to serve as protecticn for innocent persons who could _otherwige—be demeged—be cause —of their relationship with participants in the case... {Dre Bahmer said that the Kennedy assassination material will be stored in an inner vault. equipped with highly sensitive electronic detection devices to guard against fire and theft..jfhe combination to the vault willbe “knewn by only two or three persons, he said.... j An inventory of the material will take several weeks, he added. It is expected to fill almost 35 four-drawer cabinets. | ‘The material will énelude physical exhibits... 
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Argument #3: one Bullet through two men? 

{Tie impossible must have hapeened if there is to be only one assassin) 

Critic. The argument I will now present can be conveniently 
broken down into the following statempnts; 

a) Kennedy and Gonnally must be hit by the.same bullet if there is to be only one assassin becamse of the 42 Crrune Cottey Simpy, 
b) There are photographs (corroborated by medical, earwitness, and eyewitness testimony ) showing that one bullet did not go through both men , 

| Gedtlusion g there must be a second shooter. 

The following" facts" can be established from the Report and the 

testimony of ballistics expert Robert A. Frazier. hed 55 the list: , ; W-102 
1) UFK was hit between 2-210 and Z+225:/this is so because 

a) the line~of-sight between JFK's beck wound and the 
gupman in the sixth floor window did not exist until the President came out from under the oak tree at Z-210 (W+101,102) 

b) The President was visibly reacting to his throat wound by frame 225. (W#101,102) . a 
4 

t fd 

2) Connally could only receive a bullet from the sixth floor window during two specific time spans; (W-2b03)=they ares 
i a) frame 207-225 (I) the first “permissable" span 

| ‘b) frame Zm256=—239 | . (rr) the second "permissable" sp 

(We can document these facts to a much greater degree later; at this 
time we want to use them). 

Look at diagram I which is Simply a time line which depicts this 
state of affairs. The main point is that there ig a "forbidden tine - 
span" comprising frames 226-6235 during which Governor Connally cannot 
be hit from the sixth floor window of the SED, as was determined . 

from the testimony of Robert A. Frazier, FEL ballistécs expert. 

Applying the 40 frame constraint to the first time span, 

during which we KNOW that President Kennedy was hit (See "fact 1" aboye),. 
it immediately follows that theres one assassin’ firing! at both “men 
ORLY! TrGevernich: Cotmaliyxs: wountsd during the first time span. 
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This is because of the follwwing: IF Governor Connally is hit during 

the second time span, his wounds cannot be caused by a bullet 

fired from the same gun that wounded Kennedy who, according to 

the Report (See "fact 1") wags wounded during the first span. 

The time gap separating these two spans is much greatsr than the 

time of transit of a bullet between the two mene? Therefore, Since. 

Governor Connally must be wounded in the first time span if there 

is to be only one assassin, ONE BULLET MUST CAUSE THE WOUNDS OF 

BOTH MEN IF THERE Is ONLY TC BE CME ASSASSIN. 

Citizen. Therefore, the Report is completely wrong when tt 
"l states: “...«dit is not necessary to any essential finding of the 

Commission to determine just which shot hit Governor Gonnally...", (u/~-3¥) 

Critic. Absolutely. It is amazing that such a misstatement is 

included as part of the Report. | | 

) Citizen. why could Connally only receive a bullet during those two 

spans? What was he doing between them that he couldn't be shoue 

Critic. Its not that simple. lm Street curves away from - the 

Depository towards the’ underpass. This by iteelf would cause the 
wound of entry on the 

position of the/back of .the Governor to change as the car moved. But | 

in addition, he started to whirl to look at. the President at the 

time he heard’ the first shot. The Governors body motionsg¢ and the . 

— curving of the street brought him out of range of the lone gunmman's 

sights at frame 225, But at frame 235, the Governor started a 
The entry wound on his back comes ‘visolous turn 4rounds towards his rightg/ii, comes back into view 

QO attenpt To see the ‘Tresident. over his right shoul at 236 and passes again from view™ ater irane 2390, This information 

is developed in great detail during the ‘testimony of Mr. Frazier 

who positioned himself in the sixth floor window during the Sétmission's <*\ frame by frame 
OT reenactment & of the shooting and made these determinations. (V, 170) 



Gitizen. @xeetly how are you gcing to prove there was & eeccond shooter? 

Critic. I will show you a photograph of one of the Za apruder frames 

that occurs in the forbidden time Stan. [ say it is rather obvious 

that Governor Connally has not yet been hit. If that is true, 

he could not have been hit during the first time span, and there 

must ‘@ second shooter, 

Gitizen. Before you do that, tell me exactly what wounds Governor 

Connally is supposed to nave sustained from the bullet that hit 

him so that I will be able to form a more precise judgement, from 

a picture, of whether or not he has yet been hit. 

Critic. Fine. The Report tells us "au Governor Gonnalty sustained 

wounds of the back, chest, rig ght wrist and left thigh." (w-95) 

The Gommissicn found that he "was hit by a bullet which entered 

at the emtreme right side of his back at a point below his right 

armpit. The bullet braveled through his chest in a downward and 

forward direction, exited below his right nipple, passed through 

his right, writst which had been in his lap, and then caused a 

wound to his left thigh." (W221) The extent of the Governor's | 
_ chest wound can be appreciated from the testinony of Dr. Sna 

-. ‘the bullet/siruck the fifth rib at its midpoint ».. shattering approxinately 

“ten centimeters of the rib." (VT, 86) ‘In addition, the Governor's 

“wrist wound ...included a ‘shattering fracture of the wris t bone..." « (IV ,11%, 

| Conmiseton ‘Exbibit 689 is @ GQlagram used during the testimony 

"of the Parkland doctors who treated Connally. It depicts the alleged 

"trajectory of the bullet, throu gh all the wounds. | As Dr. Shires. 

. testified: "The: main point Was that his arm be up here. In other - 

~ words, in some fashion, However his hand happened to be turned, 

but. he had to have his arm raised up next to his chest." (vr »t11) 

Now examine. frame 232 of the Zapruder film. mis appears in color, 

for example , aa Picture Number 3 in the Life fssue of 10/2/64. 



Citizen. The picture certainly doesn't look like that of a 
man who hes just had 10 centimeters of his Sth rib completely 
Shattered. Nor does his wrist seem to be injured! 

Critic. Certainly not. And the wrist is V@RY important. The 
bullet passed through Governor Convally's wrist fracturing it into 
seven pieces. The Commission concluded that the bullet which 
inflicted tae Governor's wrist wound wes going at 1858 fest 
per second when it struck the wrist. (W+98) surely his wrist 
would be siapped down out of sight ky the force of such a 
collission. Yet Governor Connally's wrist in frame 232 avpears 
clearly visible. (It is the flesh colored blob in the cclor version 

of the picture, and even apvears higher than his right nipple!) 

The fact that the wrist can still be seen is particularly 

‘important because that argument has nothing to do with reaction time. 

The Commission frequently tries to argue around the fact that 

Connally shows no sign of having yet been hit by claiming he dia 

not know he was hit, that he had a delayed reaction. 

oN 

Here is some interestéds testimony that relates to this point: 

Mr. McCloy But there could be a delay in any apprediable 
reaction between the time of the impact of the bullet and 
the occurrence? oo ee , : 
Dr. Shaw. Yes; but in the case of a wound which strikes a bony 

- substance such as a rib, usually the reaction is- quite prompt. 
Mr. McCloy. Yes. = , oo 
Dr. Shaw. Yes. (IV,116) 

| |: 

-. Later, during the: testimony of FBI Bhotographic axpert Shaneyfelt, 
we PindX .GWtmieed discussion of the pictures; 

Mr. wy Tee”. you would think if Connally had been hit at thé 
same time (as Kennedy) , (he) would have reacted in the same 
way, and not reacted much later as these pictures Show.’ 

Mr. MeCloy. That is;right. . 

Mr. Dulles. Because the wounds would have been inflicted. 

Mr. MeGloy. That is what puzzles me. . . 

Mr. ‘Dulles. That 48 what puzzles mec - (v,155) - 
Citizen. Whatrabou teGobernor Connally? :Doed -he think he was his. 

by the same bullet that hit the President? , 

Critic. Definitely not. In fact, there isn't any eyewitness testimony 

that the same bullet went through both men. Here 1s some of the 

Governor's testimony: 
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" ..we turned on Wim Street, 
"We had just mede the turn,well, when I heard want I thou sht 
was a shot. I neard this noise which I immediately took to be 
a rifle shct.I instinctively turned to my risht because the 
scund appeareg to come from over my right sheulder, so I 
turned to look back over my right shoulder...but I did not catch 
the Fresident inthe corner of my eye, and I was interested because 
oncé I heard the shbt in my own mind I identified it as a 
rifle shot, and I immediat4iy--the only thought that crosse 
my wind was that this is an assassination attempt. 
"So I locked, failing to s nin, I was turning to look back 
over my left shoulder into the back seat, but I never got that 
far in my turn...and then I felt like someone had hit me in 
the back. 
" ...the thought immediately passed through my mind that there 
were elther two or three people involved or more in this or 
“Somecne Was shooting with an automatic Fifle, tw i 

"...Mrs. Gonnally pulled me over to her lap. I reclined 
with my head in her lap, conscious all the time, and with 
ny. eyes open; ang the, of course, the thrid shot sounded, 
and I heard the shot very cleskky. I heard it hit him." (IvV,132-133) 

4esEH 
Mr. Specter, In your view, w 
to your chest, Governor Ccnna 
Governor Connally. The second one, 
Mr. Specter. and what is your reascn for that conclusionn, Sir? 

h bullet caused the injury 
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Governor Connally. —iteLi,—tn oy —judement; tt just couleay 
conceivably have been the first one because T heard the sound of 
the shot. In the first place, I don't know anything about the _ 
velocity of this particular bullet, but any rifle has a velocity 
that exceeds the speed of sound, and when I ‘heard the sound of 
that first shot, that bullet had already reached where I was, or 
it had reached that far, and after [I heard that shot, I had 
the time to turn to my right, and start to turn to my.left, 
before I felt anything. 

| "It is not conceivable to me that I was hit by the first 
‘pullet. 

Gonnally's testimony corroborates that of her husbands; 

"...I heard a noise, and not being an expert réfleman, I was not 
aware that it was-a rifle. ; 
"T turned over my right shoulder and looked back, and saw the - 
President ashe had both hands at his neck, - 
"G..Then very soon there was the second shot that hit John. . 
As the first shot was hit, and I turned to lbok at the sametine, 
I recall John saying, "Ch,no,no,no"Then there was a second shot,. 
and it htt John, and as he recoiled to the right, just crumpled 
iike a wounded animal to the right, he said, "My Goa, they are 
going to kill us all." " (Iv, 147) . . ee 

Citizen. Can you please explain to me how the Commission ever came _ 

to the conclusion that the same bullet went through boéh nen? 

Critic. Certainly. For that, we must turn to the testimony of 

FEI ballistics expert Robert A. Frazier. 

Citizen. You mean that he found that one bullet went through two men? 

Critic. Not at all. Be careful not to succ¥mb to the impression that 

¢ 
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tne one bullet whrough two men" conclusion is the result of an 

independent technical investigation made by PBI experts. It was 
A ened Bal 

not. In fact, Frazier Weoints out: "IT have not made a very thorough Pd 
‘ 

study of the Zapruder film yee" (7,169), 

>» Citizen. Then just how aid the Commission justify such a conclusions 
Critic. I could just state their reason, as found in-the Report 

volume, but thea you would mias the bias that comes throug ae in the 
nature of the questicning on which this most important conelusion 

is based. So let us €0 directly to the testimony of Frazier. 

The Commission @id net ask Mr. Frazter to make an independent 
investigation of this trajectory. Rather, they saddled him in his 

. guestioning with numerous suspicious premises, and asked for his” 
"expert opinion"XX as to whether such and so was or was not conceivable, 
“probabie, etc. The starting point was the medical evidence developed 
by the Vovernnent 's autopsy doctors at, Bethesda Naval hospital. | 
Their findings are critically analyzed in Argument A, The crucial 
cone used in the questioning of Mr. Frazier was that a bullet had. entered 
the back of the President! g neck, and exited from the fromt. Most 
important lof ali is that the back wound is: HIGHER than the front. 
neck wound and that therefore this bullet was proceding downward,” 
Armed with this Premises which amounts ,in effect, to the first half 
of the tra jecktgry, the Commission proceded to let the record 
show that that bullet must have. been the one that went into Governor | 

~ comatiy! : 

Citizen. But how covld they do that, if the bullet didn't go there! 
Me. Frasier would objects | - - | 
Critic. Ah; you don't t understand the “prilliontly | obfuscated methods of 

the Warren Commission. But you will learn, and there is no better 
example than this. “They Started by asking Mr. Frazier whether/s 
bullet, which was started on its downward Journey by the Naval doctors 
at Bethesda, would have had to hit. the car. and/or occur pants. of 



Course; he had to answer tes" wo that question. Then they asked 

nim if such a bullet hitting the car, windsnield, or chrome, would 

cause holes, givgf the rifle's muzzle velocity etc. Again, his answer 
: 4 

: 

was that of course sag /tnacea would. Finally, they asked if he 

had found any heles, (which he hadn't) and then asked him a whole 

series of questions about "what proably happened" under the "conditions asaume 
I have asked you. to RRMA". This fantastic line of questioning forcibly 
prostitutes the expertise of the witness in an attempt to gain sanction 

for the "one bullet through two men theory"@ which, as we have seen, 
is necessary to the lone assassin theory. It is the sort of questioning 
which appears again and again throughott the hearings volumes whenever 

the Commission presents its "theories phrased as questions" to - 
tb 

witness after witness in what amounts to an attempt to prove what—they——— 
have already assumed, 

Let us now procede to the “questioning” of Mr. Frazier. 
Mr. Specter, Mr. Frazier, assume certain facts to be true for purposes of expressing an opinion on a hypothetical situation, to wit: that President Kennedy was struck by a 6,5 millimeter. bullet which passed through his body entering on the rear portion | of his neck 14 centimeters to the left of h-s right acromion process and 14 centimeters below his mastoid process, With a striking velocity of approximately 1904 feet per second, and exited after passing through a fascia channel in his bedy, through. the lower anterior third of his neck with an exit velocity of approximately 1772 to 1779 feet per second; and that bullet. ~had then traveled from the FOint where it exited from his neck and struck the front windshield in some manner; What effect would hhat have had on the front windshield and the subsequent flight of the missle? a 

Mr. Frazier, It would have shattered the front winashi@da. tt would have caused a very large, relatively large hole, approximately three-eighths to an inch in diamdber with radiating cracks extend~. _ ing outward into the glass for several inches, even to the side of the glass. ce Se oe 

‘Mr. Dulles. It would-have peneteatea the windshield? Mr. Frazier. Yes, sir. : (V,70) 
Frazier is then asked how far the missle would continwe, and Says that 
it would have continued on down the read “until it struck some other 
object in: the area of approximately a mile" (v,70). 

_ Now the Commission goes to the metal framing cn the cars 



Gep Mow assume ry u 4 Mr, Srecter, ¢ tne same sequence with respect to 
mow kt ous eit Prom tims rrejnt aft the Meo eh @awnt la Honlr ato ties omy exit VOLOCLIUY LPOM tne biti OF une ¢£pPaesiacenmig S&S neck ay the same 
vate of 1772 to 1798 feet per second, éfs assume still further a t + -s “ tr os in "on Yaa baaniil a oy : sy that the oullst had, the whole bullet isd, strcuk the metal 

} framing which you have srstofore described and identified. 
What effect would that have had on the metal framing. al 

Ye Tt would have tcrn a hole Lr 1 & 
the framing both inside and outside of the car. I can only 
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chrone, the metal supporting the chrome, on ined 
body metal on the outside witch supports the windshi 

To make absolutely sure there is no other place for their 
fallaciously assumed bullet to go, the Commission literally closes 
any holes when it askes: 

ice Specter, Now, assums the same set of factors as the exit 
velocity from the President's neck. What effect would that 
bullet have had on any other portion of the automobile which 
it micht have struck in the ccntinuation of iis flight? 

Mr. Frazier. In my opiniony it would have penetrated any other. 
netal surface and, of course, any upholstery surface depending 7 on the nature of the materlal_as to how desp it would penetrate. — 

phe Commission must make that bullet go into Connally if there is to 

- be on ly one’ assassin, and they forge ahedd towards their goal by now 

asking: 

Mr. Specter. Was there any evidence in any portion of the ear 
that! the audypmobile struck by a bullet which exited from the 
President's neck ander the circumstances which I have just asked you ‘to assume? _ 

Mr. Frazier. No, sir; there was not. 
: 7 . a Meese He ; 

Mr. “Specter. Had any of these portilons of thefautomobile been | struck by the bullet exiting from the President's neck, which 
I have described aypothetically for you, would you have founda 
some evidence of striking? | _ - 
Mr. Frazier. Yes, sir. .. | Ss (V:, 70-71) 

“And so the Commission is Peasoning brilliantly when it says: 
"The bullet that hit Bresident Kennedy in the back and exited. 
through his throat most likely could not have missed both the 
automobile and its occupants. Since it did not KXK hit the automobile... " 

funt o2) 
) Do you know what comes next? 

. oF 

Citizen. It went into Governor Connally. 

Critic. No, not exactly; the last part of it-reads: "Frazier 

x 
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testified that it probably struck Governor Gonnally.” (#-L02) 

We will now turn to lock at Mr. Prazier's testimony concerning 

the secend part of that statement to ses if he really ever said 

that, or whether that isn't fust a slick quote out of context, or aww 

oka pei t 

feb hte, oe 

The preceding Line of questioning took place on May 13, 1964, 

Ch Juned, BY. Frazier returned for some more questioning. The 

Goumissice ig going to try to get Mr. Frazier to say that cne 

bullet "proably went thorough both men". Mr. “vecter started by 

asking wr. Frazier those long hypothetical questicns containing 

a whele paragraph following the famous woras : "assuming certain 

factors, Mr. Fragisr, to wit:" Before getting to the point of asking 

“if the Gcverncr "was prdbably" hit by the same bullet, the Commission 

waded into these deeper waters by first asking Frazier whether he bad e 

oom 

e
t
 

“could have been"hit by the same bullet that was assumed to come 

from the wound on the front of the Fresident's throat. Using the 

FBI reconstruction of the event, Mr. Frazier answers the “coulda 
have oo 

been"! question: 

Frazier, I weld say, yes, under the conditcns that mentioned. 
préviocusly, that the reconstruction would represent the Governor 
as it was in November, then he GCULD HAVE BEEN struck anywehere - in. that frame area of from 207 to 225. 

The Gommissicn now goes hunting for bear whe, in conklusion, Mr. 

Specter tries to wring a "probably" out of the FBI expert. 

Mr. Specter. I have: one additional question, Mr. Frazier, - : 
assuming the factors which I have asked you to accept as true... 
as to the flight of the bullet and the straight line penetration 
threugh the president's vody...do you have an opinion as to what. 
FROEABLY HAFFSNED during the. interval between frames 207 and 
225 AS TC WHETHER THE HJLLET WHICH PASSED THRCUGH THe NECK OF. THE PRESIDENT ENTERED THE. GCVERNCR'S 'BACK?" - 

. Tt is crucial to note that the Government's whole case depends upen whether or not this is true. If it is not true, there must be 
another gunman. Mr. Frazier's answers are fefinitely not reassuring 
on this matter, and cnly by Guoting ovt-ei-centext does the Commission 
fool the public ag to what reelly went on here. Mr. Prazier anawers 
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"f But the Warren Report states;,. +.razier testified that 1% probably — 
atruck Yovernor Copnally." (@W-102) As we can gee, that statemant is simply not true: : 

Frazier went on kh his testimony and continued to comment on 

"We ape dealing with hypothetical situation here....So when 
you say would it probhbly heve cecured, then you are akki 
m@ FCR AN CPINICN, Tc Basa wy CPINICN, CN A WHOLE SSRIE YICTHETICSL FACTS WHICH I CAN'T SUBSTANTIATE." (7,172 

In addition, Mr. Frazier azain brings us the strict requirement thet Fj ag a p 
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for tits double hit to have occured, there can be no deviation from a straight line puth, and especially while passing through the 
Governor; “Ctherwige, you have nothing to base a conclusion upon. 
if you have deviation anywhere along the line* then you both affect 
the position at which the “overnor would have been shot...Now, 
I can't tell that, ana therefore I-can only say that my opinion must 
be based on YCUR ASSUMPTICN that there was not avg deviation of the 
bullet bhroush the President's bedy and no deviation of the bullet 
through the Yovernor's body, no deflection. Cn that basis, then 
you can say that it is FCSSIPLE for the wth of them to have been hit with one bullet.". 9°. 

Having réad this section, you can now stand in Judgment on these - 
tug Cruciad 
theee statements that are found in the Reports: 

Although , 
1. "/..44 is not necessary to any essential findings of the Commission 
to determine just which shot hit Governor Connally, there is very 
persuasive evidence from the experts to indicate that the same 
bullet which pierced the President's. throat also caused Governor 
Connally's wounds. (W+38) oO 
2. The bullet that hit President Kennedy in the back and exited 
through his throat most likely covld not have méssed both the 
automobile and its occupants. Since it did not hit the aubtbdmobile 
Frazier testified that. it probably struck) Governor Connally.  {wW-102) 

* See. iad ran, te 2 | 

angle (about) 11.5" TEV traag ectivy 
hn “A “LO ° 

Commally, ” 

® his’ dercka, wrcter cee hmony, of Freeper, 

a precludes oO double Wor, 

‘
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Parr x= Why this tra \eetory MUST exist | we a 

: Critic. This brings us to our last topic: the busy Bullet. 

We will examine the trajectory of what the Report calls "The First 
5 Bullet that Hit" (W-101), and the nature and location of the wounds 

that lie along this trajectory. It is very important for/to know 

whether the Commission determined which bullets caused which wounds 
from an objective study of add the available medical evidence, or 

whether this trajectory is merely the ONLY one which complies with 
First, however, let Us 1 eAR LSE hg ake bem Celery MELE GL te te le 4S Citizen. Just how many bullets did hit President Kennedy and/or 

Governor Connally, anyway? 

Critic. According to the Commission, cnly two. (W+38, ye OOH 12 3 : | {-181) 
The trajectory of the first is discussed in that section of thes Report 

Beaded: the Pinet_svtlot_that-Htt"fvet02); Similarly, that of the 
second is discussed in the snexttsection titled "The Subsequent Bullet 

oN that mat", (W106) | | . ) 

Cltizen. Two bullets produced all the wounds of both men? 
ecleadttwice oe 

Tt: thovent President Kennedy, himself, was hit/by at least two seperate, 

bullets! 

“Gritic. He was. The first bullet Ontt President Kennedy in the back 
and exited through his throat..." 3 (W102) "it traveled downward 
and exited ‘from the front of the neck, causing a nick in the lower 

- portion of the knot in the President's necktie..." (W2i) 

"The President was struck a second time by a bullet which entered... 

his head, causing a massive and fatal wound, * W=58) 

In addition, " «Governor Connally sustained wounds of the back, 
chest, right wrist and left thigh." (Ww=95) - The eeebort tells us he 
"Jaswasrhit by a bullet which entered at the /ri chen Side of his bag, © 

_ ata point below his right armpit. The bullet traveled. through his 
: chest ina downward and forward Girection, exited below his right nipple, 

passed through his vient wrist which had been in his lap, and then 



caused a wound to his left thigh." (W-21) Nevertheless, the Report 

‘contends "Two bullets probably caused all the wounds suffered by 
President Kennedy and Governor Connally." (w-112) 

Citizen. But how is that possible? You have just delineated three 

separate trajectories, 

Critic. It is possible IF, and ONLY IF, one bullet traverses two of 

those trajectories. The Commission says that "...the same bullet which 

pierced the President's throat also caused Governor Gonnally's wounds." 

(W-38) In this manner the Commission assures us that two bullets 

can cause; vad the wounds. of both Governor Connally and President Kennedy. 

because one bullet flew through both men. 

Citizen. How did they arrive at that figure of only two bullets? 

Critic. The Commission found that "three shots were fired...one -shot 

probably missed the car and its oceupants." (W107) The Report spends 

five or six Pages on this latter subject in a section entitled "The 

Shot that’ ‘Missea", (We ~LO7~112 ) 

Citizen. How did the Commission determine that only three shots were 

flred? | 

Critic. The Report. states: "the most convincing evidence relating 

to the number of shots Was provided by the presence on the sixth floor 

of three spent cartridges... the preponderance of the evidence, in 

particular: the three spent cartridges, led the Commission to conclude 7 ‘ 

that there were three shots fired. " (W107) 

Citizens: one thing is obvious: that sort of reasoning,based as it is 

on the number of shells found by that windowr, would certainly not: 
determine the number of shots fired, if Someone else were firing 

from any other location, — 

(Gritic. That is right. Such reasoning is valia ONLY IF Oswald is the 
lone assassin. [In addition, any attempt to GONGLUDE that Oswald was. 

the LONE assassin, on the basis of the total number of shots Tired, or 
on the basis of the mere existence of those shelis-——-do you know what 

Also nite, the. Hee Pen Cas "ath oo pe re sss Ume s 
frame, aie RO etm few “AE, by
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that would be‘called, in any freshman logic class? 

Citizen. Circular reasoning? 

Critic. Absolutely. But note: if I can show that more than three 

shots were fired, there must be another gunman, because the Commission 
: 

e 

has determined that Oswald fired ONLY three bullets. 

Cltizen. Agreed: there are only three bullets in the ammunition supply 

of the sixth floor gunman. By the way, which shet missed? 

Critic. Tae Commission says: "The evidence is inconclusive as to 

whether it was the first, second, or third shot which missed." (W~107) 

Citizen, I see now that it is only a matter of arithmetic how many 

bullets ars available to wound the President and the Governor: if 

three shots were fired (W-107) and one shot missed (W107), there 

are only two bullets lsft to inflict all the wounds, 

Gitizen. Correct. 

Critic. Now of those two shots which hit, the second one is the fatal 

one which! hit the President in the head. “The President was struck a 

second time by a bullet which entered his head, causing a massive 

and fatal wound." (W=38) ae only ONE BULLET LEFT to inflict 

the back and thnoat wounds of President Kennedy, and all the wounds of 

Governor Connally. One bullet must go through both men, or we have — 

more bullets than were fired by oswala! 

Critic. Exactly. Here is saat) another reason why the Gommission's 

_case for one assassin stands or falls with the thesis that one 

bullet did or did not xe) through ‘both men ¢ Separate hits mean a fourth | 

bullet, and a fourth pullet means a second shooter because Oswald 

fired only three bullets. 

Gitizen. How is it known that one shot missed? 

* or \F vg ie than three Sep pasate 
were Scored be Ween “ERI § 

é hak : 
ose a Qo cam ony be head 3 umes we Spee 
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Uivigen.__Hetis_it—mown—4hat-one Shot-missed> 

Pitic. At LEAST ene shot missea! Resides the testimcny of those 

woo say Shots hit im Street near the car, there is the experience 

of Janes Tague, a bystander who was watching the parade from a 

position near the mouth of the Triple Underpass on the south side of 

Main Street. He started to bleed when he "was hit on the cheek 
by an object during the shooting...Tague reported this to Deputy 

Sheriff mddy wa thers..." (W111) Tasve told the Commission that Walthers 
"looked up and he said, "Yes; you have blood there on your cheek."" (vit, | 
553) Walthers “immediately started to search where Tague had been 

Standing and located a place on the south curb of Main Street where it 
appeared a bullet had hit the cement. according to Tagua, "There. was 
a mark quite obviously that was a bullet and it wags very fresh. =" (wet) 

~ Close-up news photographs taken of the freshly chipped curb on the 
weekend of the assassination appear on pages 4789 of Volume XXI 
of the Hearings Volumes of the Warren Commission. 

i 

Citizen, | Suppose for the sake of argument that there were 

three separate hits —— two on the President and one on the Governor, 

Then one’ bullet wouldn! t have to go through two men to account for 
all the wounds. In that case, there would be a fourth bullet and 
I would have to account “somehow for why one bullet. shell wasn't found . 
if Cswald was the lone assassin. On the other hand, if I still want 
to stay with only three ‘bullets, I would have to argue that No SHOT 
missed, despite all that evidence to the Contrary. However, if Tf could 
elther account for the missing shell or prove false the evidence 
indicating one shot: missed, isn't Lt then possible that there were 

indeed three seperate hits ? Then one bull let wouldn't have to go 
through two men to account for all the wounds. Now what possible 
reason could the Warren Commission have for postulating that ona 
ee OEY 

rp g 
bullet went through two men? 
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Critic. There is one additional constraint that comes into play ed 

anes you start speculating about the possibility of three separate hitge. 

two on the Fresident and one on the Governor. (Even the Warren Report 

does not consider this possibility and we shall soon ge6 why.) 

Citizen. What is that constraint, the 42 frame minimum firing time 

of the rifle? 

Critic. That is a constraint but that 1s not the additional constraint 

I intend to explain to you. Permit ms to ask you this one question: 

“why do you think it is possible to score three hits in such a short 

_ period of time? 

Citizen. Well, the Report states: "Prom the timing evidenced by the. 

Zapruder films, there was an interval of from 4.8 to 5.6 seconds between 

the shot which struck. President Kennedy's neck (between frames 210- 

and 225) and the shot.whith struck his -head-at-fraue 343." (Wea) - 

Now as I understand it, frame 3135 is the last shot that hit anyone 

in the automobile (W-106,W-112) 

Gpitic. Correct. And 210 is the first frame at which the line-of-sight 

_ existed between the Commission! 8. done gunman in the sixth floor window 

and the President as he emerged from under the tree. (W-101) 

Citizen. 313 minus 210 leaves 103 frames during which three separate 

shots could have been fired. “ assuming the gunman starts with one 
‘shell in the chamber, 42 frames must elapse between the first and the 

second shot, and another }42 frames between the second and the third _ 
shot. That leaves 19 frames for Sighting and firing the first shot. 

‘The Lone assassin would start with one bullet in the chamber of the 

-gun,. fire at the instant ‘he -s¢es the President, reload, fire at the 

“Governcr, reload, and fire the final fatal shot which hit the President 

in the head at frame 313. all three shots would hit, and no two 

shots would be closer then 42 frames . Yet all hits would have been 

scored within 103 frames. — ey , 

Critic. 103 frames is, at 18.3 frames persecond [5.6 seconds, . 



ko 

Citizen. Yes, and on page 110, the Report states: "...the sunman would 

have been shooting at very near the minimum allowable time to have 

fired toree shots within 4.8 to 5.6 seconds although it was entirely 

possible for him to have done so." (W+110) Now why couldn't it have ’ 

naprened that way? 

Critic. Eecause it is NCT the same thing when you say the lone 

gunman could “fire three shots" in 5.6 seconds as when you say he 

could "scores three hits" in 5.6 seconds. The rifle does permit 

im to do the former, but the Commission has proved he cannot possibly 

do the latter, 

Gitizen. Vnat do you mean? 

critic. @the constraint that now comes into play is that of vlain 

Simple marksmanship: the marksmanbhip ofa human gunman,—in——- 

contradistinction 

ese eieteae | 

e@ That ‘42 frane figure comes from F.B.I. tests with the rifle 

conducted "to determine how fast the weapon could be fired 

primarily, with secondary purpose accurrarcy." (TIT,404) During these 

tests they "...did not attempt to maintain...an accurate rate of 

fire." (IIT,404) 
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to the "minimum firing time" of the weapon itself. The former is 

far more restrictive then the lat It is. possible to fire three 

Shots in that time span. It is not possible to seore three hits. 

In fact, it is a feat of outstanding marksmanship to score even two 

hits in thah time span. 

The Commission rounded up the best experts it could find, and they 

used STATICNARY, NOT MCVING targets. Then they set up a tower that 

. Was only 30 feet high-~--only half the height of a six story 

bullding: (XVII, 260; IIT, 441-451). And do you know what happened? 

Under these ideal conditions, which are certainly much better than 

the lone assassin had at Dallas---neT omm of those marksmen was able 

to score three seperate hits in that time span, which is 4.8 to 5.6 

Seconds. The tests were conducted in such a way as "to obtain hits... 
on all three targets within as short a time interval ag possible." (III- 

444) The ' Report proudly states the best result of all, and this applies 

to one, only one , of the marksmen: "...one of the firers: in the. rapid 

‘fire test in firing his two series of three shots, Bit the target 

tuhse with a span of 4.6 and 5.15 seconds." (W181) The rest of the ~~ 
experts, all rated Mester by the National Rifle Association, couldn! t 

even hit the target more than once in this time span. Yet the 

Commission foynd that ALL the hits in the CAR were scored in less_ 

‘than 5.6 seconds: " «sethe time span between the shot entering the 

back of ‘the President's neck and the bullet which shattered his 

skull was 4. 8 to 5.6 seconds ." (W112) 

aif you think that Csweld-~——who rated as. Sharpshooter in the 

-Warines-~-could compare in compe tance with any of the experts used 

for these tests, here is what happened when Commissionsr McCloy posed 

the question to Mr. Simmons, Chief of the infantry Weapons Evaluation 

Branch of the Ballistics Research Laborabory of the Department of 

the Army. | | 



"Me. Simmons.... A Waster is one of the ratings given to 

highly qualified riflemen by the National Rifle association. These 

men have all participated in national match competiticns in the 

National Rifle Association. 

Mr. EcCloy. Is that a higher grade than sharpshooter in the Arny ? 

Me. Simmons. There is veaily no comparison between the_ 

rating of master in the NRA and the rating of sharpshooter in the 

Army ." (IIq, 450) 

“Firing three shots " with that weapon in 5.6 seconds may not be 

physically impossible, but the Warren Commission has proved for us 

that "scoring three hits" in that time Span is HUMANLY IMPOSSIBLE. 

and so. the Commission. vakes. note. of. -this-fact- oF-life- ‘when~ 

it states: "Gonsidering the ‘various probabilities which may have 

prevailed during the actual assassination, the highest level of firing 

performance which would have been required of the assa sin and 

the 2766 rifle would nave been to fire three times and bit the 

target twee within a span of 4.8 to 5.6 seconds." (W-181) 

This is! exactly what must happen when the "missed" shot of the 

Commission's lone gunman is sandwiched between his two "hits that is, 
when it is the second shot that missed. The Report discusses this 

Taat discussion 
case on page 109. x7 is: the source of the troublesome quote you cited, 

which must be read with great. care: In all cases discussed by the 

Commis sion, (W-1O7-112) one shot misses.and there are ONLY TWO hits. 

The Report doesn't even discuss the speciat case of 3 separate hits @ 
In that Time Spey, 

_ If our ex-Marine lone-assassin who has merely attained the rating 

of Sharpshooter scores ONLY TWO hits--~he will have @one better with 

moving targets whan all but one of the TOP COMMISSICN MARKSMEN were 

able to de with stationary targets. Yet he must perforn THIS feat of 

marksmanship to merely make. gossipie the Commission's version of how 

one shooter fould possibly inflict all those wounds in such a short 
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period of time: TWO separate hits, with one 

men. 

Citizen. O.K! I give up on "three seperate 

to an examination of that trajectory of ONE 

"The First Bullet that Hit". That seems to 

lone assassin theory. 

bullet going through two 

hits", Let's return 

BULLET through TWO MEN: 
be the only hope for the
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Peer > Wha as trayectery CAN NOT Existp EXAMINATION OF KWevnmD A 
——" Critic. This brings us to our last topic: the «Busy Bullet. 

KC of the. fhe 
We will examine the trajectory of the bullet that allegedly passed 

TOMES C& 
) through two men, and the nature and location of,the wounds that lie 

along this trajectory. The :woundawith:which We are wainly concerned .- 

are: the wound in the back of the President, the wound in the front 

of his neck, and the wound in the back os aioe genie of the Governor. 

| Perhaps the best way to start is to visualize the situation 

at the time the president was first shot, and to answer an important 

hypothetical question which I will pose. The President was eitting , 
at the right hand side of the rear seat of the automobile. Directly 

in front of him, also sitting on the right hand side (in a small 

jump seat) was Governor Connally. The bodies of both men were - | 

essentially facing forward, Bach had his head turned a few degrees 

to the right, as he viewed the passing crowd. Consult picture W-5 - 

(enélosed) for the view at this moment as seen from the left rear 

\ of the Presidential limousine.? (The black arrow points at President 

Kennedy). | i , 

Put yourself in the President's position at this moment. 

A shot rings out. Someone has fired a bullet at you from the 

sixth floor window of a building that is directly above and behind. 

~The bullet enters your right shoulder four to six inches below the, ° 

neckline. If it was determined that the bullet coursed through 

your body at an angle of 17.5 degrees to the horizontal, where 

do you think it would exit? 

9. This picture is one of a series of 12 35—mm slides taken by a 
Dallas bystander, Mr. Phillip Willis. It was admitted into evidence 
by the Commission. (VII,497) This particular picture is, slide #5.- 
It is also called “Hudson Exhibit #1". FBI photography expert Lyndal 
Shaneyfelt testifies that it corresponds exactly to Zapruder frame 210. 
(XV,697) Mr. Abraham Zapruder, the man who took the motion picture 

(~ films referred to previously, can be seen in this picture. During his 
“) testimony, he identifies himself in this picture (VII,570) as the 

person standing on the concrete abutment directly above and to the 
right of the second "S" in the word "Stemmons" on the highway sign. 
His secretary is also standing on the abutment, immediately to his



Citizen. That depends on whether or not there is any deflection. 

Also, it doesn't have to exit, you know; it might remain embedded 

inside the body. . 

Critic. Correct; however, the Commission does claim that this 

bullet did exit. Assume, therefore, that it does exit. 

Furthermore, assume that there is no deflection. The Report states 

that this bullet "hit no bony structure and proceeded in a slighly 

downward angle." (w-94) Furthermore, the CommisSion assumed "no 
* deflection" throughout the questioning of FBI ballistics expert 

Robert A. Frazier on this subject. (Vv 5874 V, 165=174) 

Citizen. If I assume that a bullet fired from behind and above 

enters my right shotIder 4 to 6 inches below the neckline, and 

that it courses through my body at anyangle of 17.5 degrees 

to the horizontal, and that 4t is not deflocted----then it 

would * exit somewhere in the rent: ‘chést area, above the abdomen 

but Below the breastline, I would have to make a measurement with 

& protractor to determine exactly where it exits. 

But that isn't where the bullet exited.on Mr. Kemedy, was Lt? 

I thought the Commission said 1t exited at his neck! 

Critic. That is right. The Report says that this bullet "exited 
from the front of his neck, causing; arnick in the lewer portion of 
the knot in the President's necktie." (Ww=21) “ 
Citizen. But if that is true, then the bullet was heading upwards ! 
A bullet whose point of exit is ABCVE its point of entrance has been 
deflected and is flying upwards, Such a bullet would fly harmlessly 

over the Governor's head, Can bullets be deflected like that? 
Critic. It is probably a highly unlikely course for a bullet to 

take. On the other hand, bullets can be deftected in rather odd" 
weys. During his testimony, Mr. Robert A. Frazier states: "...I have 
seen bullets strike small twigs, small objects, and ricochet for no 

SUPE Wed La Le Wintec ciara sok at aan hare ce oe cee
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. .permissable time spans (207#225 & 2362 

— >- 

apparent reason except they hit and all the pressure is on one side 

and it turns the bullet and it goes off at an angle." (V,172) So deflecte 

ion is certainly possible, abthuonrghit—ie— probably .highkyouniibeiyuthat 

We do nol knw thet 
4% would occur in the case of a bullet piercing a human body in the 

manner I have described and asked you to assume. 

But IF the bullet was deflected like that, and exited from the 
anaheim 

neck going upwards, it WOULD fly over the Governor's head. Then we 
Fen anal . amctrent ence 

must have a second assassin. Do you understand why THAT would be 

the case? 

“Gitizen. Yes; because of the 42 frame minimum firing time constraint, 

the bullet that does hit the Governor would have to come from a different 

weapon, whether he was hit in the first OR the second permissable 

time span.!° 

Critic. Correct. President Kennedy was hit somewhere between frame vn 

210 and frame 225 of the Zapruder filn, according to the Commission. (W=102) 

Connally can be hit no Jater (from the “oswald window" ) than frame 

240, "...the last occassion when Governor Connally could have received 

his injuries, since in the frames following 240 he remained turned. too 

far to his right." (W-103) Therefore, if this bullet that went through 

Kennedy indeed flew over the Governor's head, then it must have been 

a bullet from another gun which wounded Gonnally if he 1a to be hit 

before frame 240. Another bullet cannet be fired before frame 240 

10. The division of the Zapruder frames between frame 207 and 240 
inte one "forbidden time span" (226-299) sandwiched between two 

0) need not be made in this 
particular argument, and so it is being ignored. Here is why it is 
not essential. IF the front neck wound 1s one of exit AND IS HIGHER 
THAN THE BACK WOUND, then this bullet would miss Gonnally BY HYPOTHESIS.» 
(The bullet is heading upwards onee the relative heights of these ~ 
wounds are established). In argument #3, the bullet was not assumed te 
have missed Connally (from the nature and location of the wounds of 

Kennedy ):THAT (the same bullet did-not hit Gonnally) was to be proved. 
. Hence the need to examine frames in the "forbidden time span" for a 
_ picture which might show that a hit had not yet been scored. In this case, 

the only relative distinction is between frames "pre" and "post" 240. 
A bullet that hits Connally before 240 couldn't come from the same gun 

_ (because of the 42 frame constraint). A bullet "post 240" can't come 
from the "Oswald window", (W~103) as has been discussed.
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without violating the 42 frame constraint with respect to the FIRST 

bullet that hit the President (ANYWHSRES between frame 210 and 225). 

Hence, a second gunman! (Cf course, if you go to frames far enough 

past frame 240 for Connally's hit---in order not to violate the 

42 frame constraint---than you get a second gunman for the other 

reason: the Governor's wounds could: not have come from the lone 

gunman (we have assumed is in that window) after frame 240, as 

has been noted just before. (W103) ) 

Citizen. If all that you sald is true, I would have to agree with 

you that there 1s a second assassin. But my Report volume. doesn! t 

‘say that the bullet turned around inside the President and flew 

upwards. My report states :"A4 bullet e..ontered the base of the back 

of his neck ...It traveled downward and exited from the front of 

~~ the neck, causing a nick in the lower portion of the kmot in the 

President's necktie." (W=21) It. also states: "rhe autopsy disclosed: 

that the bullet which entered the back of the President's neck hit 

no bony structure and proceeded in a slightly downward angle." (Ww-94) 

That would mean that the wound on the back of the President was 

- higher, not lower, than the alleged wound of exit in the front of 

his necks — 

Critic. And so we come to the crux of the matters where 1a this, 

wound on the back of the President? Is it above or below the wound 

in the front of his neck? Specifically, 1s 1t at the base of his 
neck, or is it four to six inches down from his neckline in his 

- right shoulder? 

Citizen.: Is there evidence to indicate that it is down in the might 

shoulder area, and below the wound in the front of his neck? 

Critic. Yes; we will examine that evidence now. (In addition, there 

is evidence that the neck wound of the President ‘is a wound of 

entry, and that the bullet which entered the back of the President 

never did exit. 
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If the President's front neck wound is a wound of entry, then 

there is another assassin up front flring at the President simply . 

because constraint #2 is violated.) 

Citizen. But as you have explained, it is suffleient for the back 

wound to be lower than the neck wound for there to be a second 

assassin. This has nothing to do with the nature of the wound 

itself, but merely its location. 

Critic. Correct. So let us look at the evidence concerning the 

location of this back wound. 

YS 
AN, 

WHERE IS THE BACK WOUND OF THE PRESIDENT? 

- Gritie. Let us start with the statement of Secret Service agént 
~ Glenn Bennet, stationed in the right rear seat of the President's 

followup car: oo . Cee 

| "2.2 looked at the back of the President. I heard another 
‘firecracker noise and saw that shot hit the President 
“about four inches down from the right shoulder." (w-108) 

Here is: the testimony of Secret Service agent Clint Hill. 

Agent Hill saw the President's body during the autopsy at Bethesda, and 

just before it was placed in the casket. 

Representative Boggse Did you gee any other wound other 
". than the head wound? 

‘Mr. Hill. Yes, sir; I saw an opening in-the back, about 6 inches 
below the neckline to the right-hand side of the Cad sovumne 

| II, 143 

Citizen. The President was wearing a shirt and a jacket at the time 

. he was shot. Were any holes found in the clothing? 

Critic. Most certainly’ FBI ballistics expert Robert A. Frazier 

examined the President's clothing hojeg3 here is his testimony: 

"I found on the back of the shirt a hole, 5=3/4 inches below 
the top of the collar, and as you look at the back of the shirt 
1-1/8 inch to the right of the midline of the shirt, which 

“is this hole I am indicating." 

" .ethe coat hole is 5-3/8 inches below the top of the collar. 
The shirt hole is 5=3/4 inches, which could be accounted for 
by a portion of the collar sticking up above the coat about 



a half inch." (v,60) 

Citizen. I can see by taking my coat or shirt and meastring those 

distances that the wound produced by a bullet piercing the clothing 

at those points would be located down in the right shoulder ALOR, 

certainly not at the base of the neck! What other evidence is ae 

there that the back wound is lower than the front neck wound? 

critic. The front sheet of Commander Humes autopsy report contains 

diagrams of the body, front and back view. (See Commission Exhibit 397, 

“° (MVIZ, 45) +) Clearly depibted on these schematic diagrams are the 

_,locations of the bullet wounds on the President 's body. The President's 

back wound is clearly maitked on the diagram depicting the “back view". 
The front view kamen Shows the hole in the front of the President's | 

neck which was caused by a bullet, and later enlarged for a 7 

tracheotomy. The bullet wound shown on the back of the President 

ds certainly lower than that shown on the front. The wound on the 

back of tha. President as shown in this diagrams cuwiamay corresponds 

to the clothing hohes found by FBI agent Frazier, and to the location 

es tee eo Agent Clint Hill, and Agent Glenn Bennett 

who actually testifies to seeing this shot atrike ".,.about four 

» inches down from the right shoulder," (W108 ) 

Citizen. Who prepared these diagrams? 

Critic. That ls not specifically known. They do appear on the face sheot 

of the autopsy Report, and at the bottom of the page ia the word 

“Pathologist", with a line above it---presumably for the pathologist's 

signature. However, no signature appears. 
. the authenticy and accuracy of ; 

Nevertheless,/these diagrams ay or eekmig corroborated by the 

testimony of Roy Kellerman, another Secret Service agent who was 

be actually present during the autopsy. 

“There were three gentlemen who were performing this autopsy. A 
Colonel Finck-=«during the examination of the President, from the 
hole that was in his shoulder, and with a probe, and we-«were standing right alongside of him, he 1s probing inside the 

i.
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shoulder with his instrument and tT said, "Colonel, where did it go?" He said, "There are no lanes for an outlet of this entry in this man's shoulder." " (IIT, 93) 

Citizen. That finding would immediately end the lone assassin theory, 

if true. Not only does Kellerman's description support the description 

of the back wound as certainly lower than the front neck wound, but 

if the bullet didn! didn't exit, that means the neck wound wt8 a separate 

bite 

Critic. Yes; and since bullets don't originate from inside the body, 

that would have to be an entry wound , so there would have ‘to be wanton ROME Une ES anya 

. another assassin. There is quite a bit of evidence that this cuaenel 

1s theme, Men ory Witte 
) Citizen. Dr. Finck is an expert pathologist. You should think he 

would have been able to follow the course of the bullet through the . 

body to the exit wound at the neck, if indeed the: ‘bullet had followea 

that path. But don't those artists drawings show that it did? 

Be critic.) of course! The artists drawing! s also show that the back wound 
“Gs 1s high on the Freaident ' 8 neck, so high that an arrow depicting 

the path of the alleged trajectory from this wound to the alleged 

wound . of exit at the front of the neck slopes gently downward 

at ‘about 17 degrees. 

Citizen. ‘Then there is actually a contradiction in these two 

items of physical evidence, both allegedly depicting the same set 

of wounds! 

_ Gritic. That's correct, And what is most interesting is that the 

artist's drawing's conform to nothing that we know about the location 

of that wound as far. as the testimony of Agents Kellerman, H1i11, and 
of these usm - oeehy of the o Sebret gervice is concerned. The same is OF ates oe awa S 

a st rh res 3) Far expert Frazier on the locations of the holes in 

the President's clothing. . oe black ¢uihite anck Cola 
Citizen. What ia needed, of course, , Sen ashmt: thosed photographs of the 

President that were taken during the autopsy Fhe woud 
» They wala - 
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axactly where the back wound of the President is located. 

It 1s incwedible that they were not examined by the Commission! 

Critic. Supposedly, the Commission's job is to gather @3 much evidence 

as possible, and then find the answers to Just who killed Kennedy. 

We can see that this item of evidence would contain information, 

both with respect the head wounds of the President, and with respect 
Ushach would er nec 

to this back wound, -t#» debermine whether,there was only one man 

involved in the shooting. Instead, artists drawings are produced 

which have the outstanding characteristic that they are not supported 

by and in fact contradicted by much of the other testimony and evidence 

concerning the location and nature of the wounds. 

citizen. Speaking of contradictions, how in the world did the Commission 

ever reconcile the located of those clothing holes, almost one half 

a foot below the coffar line, with the artists drawing that shows the 

bullet entering high on the back of his neck? 

Critic. Here is a passage in the testimony of Dr. Humes which appears 

to cnnstitute an attempt to reconcile this ludicrous discrepancy: 

"Mr. Specter. ‘Would it be accurate to state that the hole which 
you have identified as being the point of entry 1s approximately 
6 inches below the top of the collar, and 2 inches to the right 

.. of the middle seam of the coat? . 
. “Gommander Humes. That 1s approximately correct, sir..."(II, 365) 

"Mr. Specter. As tu the muscular status of the President, what was 
1t? ; _ ; 

“Commander Humes, The President was extremly well-developed, an 
extremely well-developed, muscular young man with a very 
well-developed set of muscles in his thoraco and shoulder 
girdle e , ; : 

"Mr. Specter. What effect would that have on the positioning of 
the shirt and cat with respect to the position of the neck 
in and above the saam? 

"Gommander Humes. I believe this would have a tendency to push 
the portions of the coat which show the defects here somewhat 
higher on the back of the President than on a man of less 
muscular development. . 

“Mre Specter. Mrs Chief Justice, may it please the Commission, I 
would like to mark for identification Exhibit 396, which later 
proof will show is a picture of President Kennedy shortly before 
the first bullet struck him, and ask the doctor to take a 
look at that. . .
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Will you describe, Doctor Humes, the position of President 
Kennedy's right hand in that picture? 

"Commander Humes. Yes. This exhibit, Commission Exhibit No. 396 
allegedly taken just prior to the wounding of the late President, 
Shows him with his hand raised, his elbow bent, apparently in 
saluting the crowd. I believe that this action-<-- 

"Mr. Specter. Which hand was that? 

"Commander Humes. This was his right hand, sir. I believe that 
this action would further accentuate the elevation of the coat 
and the shirt with repect to the back of the President." (Iz, 366) 

Citizen. How do you answer an argument like that? THAT is the Commission’. 
attempt to explain how the clothing was pierced about half a foot 
below where the artist's drawing shows the wound? 

critic. Apparently. Vincent Salandria, a Philadelphia lawyer who 

analyzed the evidence _concerning the wounds inJaniarticle in Liberation 

Magazine! had this to say: 

"Exhibit 396 shows President Kennedy gesturing to the crowd - 
by lifting his right hand, no higher than his forehead, with — 
elbow bent. I defy the most muscle~bound man in the world to 
cause the center part. of his shirt to lift roughly six inches, 
and then climb up his neck. I defy him to do so, not by such 
a simple gesture, but rather I would instruct him to lift both 

_ hands high over his head and gesticuhate wildly. Such geaticulation 
- may perhaps displace the shirt and coat as much as an inch, but 

' the Warren Commission syndrome, I urge, is utterly incapable 
of duplication . The shirt and coat of President Kennedy 
could not have been so displacetby such a simple genture such 
as bending his right arm at the elbow and lifting his hand to 
forehead height. If you entertain any doubts with respect to 
this, the President's tailor should be consdltéd. He would , 
be outraged by the suggestion. me 

Citizen. In conclusion then, you argue that the clothing holes of 
+ 

the President do indeed tell us the truth about where that wound ig - 

docated. . 

‘Critic. certainly! And it 1s supported by the testimony of 

Secret Service agent’ Bennet, who saw the shots strike. It is also 

supported by the testimony of Secret Service agent Hill and Kellerman, 

who both saw the body during the autopsy. Finally, of course, it is 

supported by the schematic diagrams in the autopsy, itself. 

Citizen. And because this wound is below the wound at the throat, there 

must be a second assassin. - 

Critic. Exactly. Noi lets turn to the evidence concerning the nature of 

Waren (65 
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) an exit wound.’ ie 
Critic. An entry wound usually takes the form of a neat clean-cut | 

puncture. The bullet enters the body without any"wobble" or yaw. 

A8 it courses through the body, it atarts to wobble from side to 

aide and weeps tissue ahead of it. if it exits, it will produce 
Si iia cael 

a very large, tearing wound, compared to the small puncture~type 

wound made by a bullet that is entering: 

Citizen. Can you tell whether or not a wound is that of an exiting 
ane , 

or an entering bullet simply from the appee or the wound itself?. 
ocean 

Citic. This seems to be 8o in. the’ case of the President's back wound 

and the Governor's back wound. Dre Finck, an expert pathologist, . 

testified that the President's back wound was an entrance wound. 
. it ; , Then he said: The basis for ‘that conclysion is that this wound was 

) relatively small with clean edges. It was not a jagged wound,.." (W990) 

Now consider the:wound on’: the: Governor's back. That, too, is an 

entrance wound. The Report states: Because of the small size and 

clean cut edges of the wound on the Governor's back, Dr. Robert 
Shaw concluded that it was :an entry wound." (W=95 ) 

Citizen. Well those are certainly two examples «{ where doctors made. 

their. determination that the wound was an entry wound from the nature 

of the wound, itself, without considering other factors. 

Critics Now shortly ‘after. the-President:.arrived at Parkland Hospital, 

a tracheotomy was performed. This is the creation of an artificial 

breathing hole. | 

As the Report states; | 

. "The bullet wound in the neck could be seen for only a short period of' time, since Dr. Perry eliminated evidence of it when he _) performed the tracheotomy. He selected that. spot since it'iwas _the point where such an operation was customarily performed, and it was one of the safest and easiest spots from which to reach the trachea ." (W922) 

(Citizen. only the Parkland doctors, therefore, saw this wound in its
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pristine state? 

Critic. That 1a right. 
type of wound 

Citizen. Well, what/did the Parkland doctors say the President's 

neck wound was?. 

Gritic. When? 

4 
Citizen. What do you mean by "when'? ? 

from . . 
 Gritic. This is/o New York Times story of November 23, 1963. It was 

written by Tom Wicker: 

"Drs. Malcolm Perry and Kemp Glark who atterided Mr. Kennedy in 
the emergency room of the Parkland Memorial Hospital immediately 
after the shooting, described the President's wounds thus; 
Mr. Kennedy was hit by a bullet in the throat, just below the 
adams apple. This wound had the appearance of a bullet's entry... 
Dr, Perry was the first physician to treat the President. Dre 
Clark was summoned and arrived in a minute or two." 

Citizen. There was such confusion everywhere after the assassination. ”. 

Don't, you think that might simply have been a result of harried 

reporters pressing the doctors for some ‘speculative opinion? 

omy Critic. If such confusion did exist for only one or two days, I might 
a, oo _ amother oo. | agree with yous Here is q story, from the November 27, 1963 New York 

‘Times. It was written by John Herbers. , . 

“Dallas, Nove 26;...Dr. Kemp Clark who pronounced Mr. Kennedy 
dead, said. one (bullet) struck him about the necktie knot. 

~"It ranged downward in his chest and did not exit". 

The same issue of the paper carried o-@Ji.>r story which explains 
. . “aaa Ra 

the fact that the throat wound was one of entry: 

“The known facts about the bullets, and the position of the 
assassin, suggested that he started shooting as the President's 
car was coming towards him, swung his rifle in an are of almost 
180 degrees, and fired at least twice more." . 

Citizen. That would mean that Oswald first fired at President Kennedy 

while he was still on Houston Strect before he ever made that sharp 

left hand turn onto Elm. - | 

Critics. Of course, we know that the first shots didn't stir kc es 

‘JJ until the President had passed the Depository by over 150 feet on 

oy Elm Street. But do keep in-mind that this was the story being run
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by the New York Times. Surely they are not printing rumor! Someone 

-in an official position gave then that story. 

Now this hews story appeared in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

on December 1’', 1963. It was then nines days after the assassination. 
yy The story 1s headlined: "Uncertainties Remain Despite Police View 

_yof Kennedy Death". The subhead reads: "Position of Wound is Puzzlgng=~« “a 7" : , 

“hs ta assailant Have an Accomplice?" It was written by Richard Dudman. vO , 

Y aye ies ' "Dhe strangest circumstance of the shooting, in this reporter's: 
me 

Surgeons who attended him-at Parkland Memorial Hospital described ym 

sO back? ..«: 

. “Dr. Perry described the bullet hole as an entrance wound. Dr. ' - McClelland told the Post Dispatch: "It certainly did look like an entrance wound. + He explained that a bullet from a low .< velocity rifle like the one thought ‘to have been used, 3 characteristically makes a small entrance wound, sets up shock waves inside the body and tears a blg opening when it passes - out the other side,, ‘oe oe 

"Dr. McClelland conceded that it was possible that the throat wound’ marked the exit of a bullet fired inte the back of the President's neck...."but we are familiar with wounds", he. said. “We see them everyday-~-sometimes several d day, This. a 

| Citizén. What happened next? I realize that today they claim that . 
wound 1s an exit wound. But at that time, they thought the President 
was still on Houston Street when he was shote : I'm wot so Sure! oo oo 
Critic. Av-i? Yhey soon found out he wasn't on Houston Street. Life 
Magazine, for example, in its issue of November 29 1963 published many 
frames showing that the President was already on Elm Street and past 
the building when the shooting occurred. Now, however, the story was 

that he had turned around and was“facing the building because he had 
waved to somebody in the crowd. That explained how the throat wound 
could be an entry wound, even though he was shot from behind. — a, em the stands about December Ry Here is the story in the Life Memorial Issue,titled: “What Lay Behind 
Six Crucial Secondst. It was written by Paul Mandel. : |



"The description of the President's ...wounds by a Dallas Doctor 
who tried to save him have added to the rumors. The doctor said 
that one bullet "...entered the President's throat from the 
front and then lodged in his body. Since by this time the 
limousine was fifty yards past Oswald and the President's 
back was turned almost directly to the sniper, it has been 
hard to understand how the bullet could enter the front of 
his throat. Hence the recurring guess that there was a second 
sniper somewhere else. But the 8mm film shows the President 
turning his body far around to the right as he waves to someone 
in the crowd. His throat is exposed---towards the snipers nest@-—«= 
just before he clutches it." 

Citizen. Now what was wrong with that explahation? 

Critic, The President was facing forward! The pictures in Life 

magazine showed that he was facing rorwaral And so the controversy <oggescmmente 

continued. It was now THIRTEEN DAYS after the assassination. 

Here is a story from the New York Times of December 6, 1963. 

“Thirteen days after the assassination of President Kennedy, 
federal investigators were still reconstructing the crime on , 

film today....an open car with a man and a woman in the back seat. __ 
Simulated again and again today the ride of the President and 
Mrs. Kennedy on November 22...0ne question was how the President 
could have received a bullet in the front of the throat from a 
rifle in the Texas School Book Depository after his car © oe 
had passed the building and was turning a gentle curve away | 
from it. One explanation from a competant source was that the 
President had turned to his right to wave, and was struck at that 
moment. The best authority presumable on the exact angle of — 
entry of the bullet is the man who conducted the autopsy. 

_ Citizen. I just thought of a very disturbing question. WASN'T THE 

AUTOPSY REPORT THAT HAS BEEN ACCEPTED IN EVIDENCE BY THE WARREN 

COMMISSION COMPLETED ON THE WEEKEND OF NOVEMBER 22, 1963? Loa 

How is it possible that on December 10, 1963, the FBI was reenacting 

_ the crime as if the throat wound was an entry wound, when the Naval 

autopsy completed thkrteen days earlier states that the front throat | 

wound is a wound of EXIT? Didn't the reporters contact Dr. Hum¢s? 

Critic. I can only tell you what the next few lines in the story say: 

"He is Dr. J.J. Humes of the Naval.Medical Center, Bethesda, Ma. 
Dr. Humes said he had been forbidden to talk." 

And you are correct about the completion date of the autopsy. In fact, 

_ on Sunday, ‘November 24, Dr. Humes signed papers saying he had no papEra 

remaining in his possession; ~hé had transmitted everything to
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“higher authority" (XVII, 47). 

Citizen. What happened next? 

Critic. On December 21, 1963, the New Republic carried an article 

by Richard Dudman of the Post-Dispatch. called "Commentary of an 

Eyewitness." 

"If the entry wound in the throat presents an problem to the 
FBI in analyzing the crime, the agency has not indicated 
this by its actions. Dr. McClelland said a few days ago 
(Dec. 9) that no official investigators from the FBI or 
anywhere else had questioned the surgeéns..at Parkland Hospital 
about their observations of the threat wound. 

Mr. Dudman also wrote; 

"The throat wound puzzled the surgeons who attended Mr. Kennedy 
at Parkland Memorial Hospital when they learned how the Dallas 
Police had reconstructed the shooting. Dr. Robert McClelland, 
one of the three doctors who had worked onthe throat wound told 
me afterward that they still believed it to be an entry wound, 
even. though the shots were said to have been fired from almost 

. @irectly behind the President. He explained that he and his 
colleagues at Parkland saw bullet wounds every day, sometimes 
Several a day, and recognized easily the characteristically 
tiny hole of an entering bullet, in contrast to the larger ’ 
tearing. hole than an exiting bullet would have left." 

Citizen. It would certainly appear that in the weeks following 

the assassination, Dr. Malcolm Ferry, Dr. Kemp Clark, and 

Dr. Robert McClelland spoke to highly reputable reporters and. 

newspapers and described the wound in the front of the Presfident's 

neck as an entrance wound. Not only that, the FBI itself was 
— the Freq neck crore 

reenacting the crime as if i Was an entry wound? The only question 
— er “not its existance, 
seemed to pe Just ON such an entry wound was sustained, Bhoety, The - 

irs ; 
news storiesAsaid that the car was still on Houston Street, but then 

onblw Strect 
they admitted that the car was indeed past the building,;but thet the, 

President had turned around to wave at the crowd. 

Critic. If this weren't enough, Dr.CHarlés Carrteots.’ ° handwritten 

medical report filed the afternoon of the assassination refers to 
& 

the wound in the President's throat as a "...amall penetrating wound..e'. 

“(xvir, 4) We awe told We Specter ther b. Tones? 

medical rept Sled thei attecnem alss “clescribed 
This Wound a8 a sbullee EnTrance Wound, (y L SS)
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Citizen. Meothinks~-— 

Citizen. I gather that the Report would have us believe that 

all these news stories concerning a front neck wound of entrance 

‘plus the government's December reenactments which also assumed 

this to be an entrance wound, plus stories given to the St. Louis 

Post Dispatch and the New York Times that the President's car 

was first on Houston Street, plus the later stories which admitted 
: (NY, Times, Life ) 

that the car was already on Rimjbut that the President had turned 

around-~-~-all this was due to Dr. Perry's news conference 

shortly after the President was pronounced dead, 

“Considerable confusion has arisen because of comments attributed 
to Dr. Perry concerning the nature of the neck wound, Immediately 
after the assassination, many people reached erroneous 
conclusions about the source of the shots because of Dr. Perry's 
observations to the press." (W-92) 

' Gritic. Nevertheless, by the time the Report came out, that. front 

wound was an exit wound. The Report says "the bullet exited from the 

front portion of the President's neck that had been cut-away by 

the tracheotomy." (W=91) . 

Citizen. What about all those doctors at Parkland Hospital? Is there - 

" any indication of a contact between the Government and the doctors 

'4n order to iron this thing out? 

Gritic. oh yes? On December 18, 1964, the following story appeared 
t 

in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. The headline reads: "Secret Service 

Gets Revision on Kennedy Wound". It is subtitled: “After Visit by 

Agents, Doctors Say Shot Was from the Rear" 

“two Secret Service agents called last week on Dallas surgéons 
who attended President John F. Kennedy and obtained a reversal 

' of their original view that the bullet in his neck entered from 
the front. —' , 

"the investigators did so by showing the surgeons a document describec 
as an autopsy report from the United States Naval Hospital 
at Bethesda. The surgeons changed their original view to conform. — -- 
with the report they were shown. . 

"There was no coercion at all," Dr. Robert N. McGlelland told the 
Post Dispatch. "They didn't say anything like "This is what you 
think, isn't ite "0 | oO
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Gritic. The story continues: 

“The surgeons earlier description of a wound in the front of 
President's throat as an entry wound had cast doubt on the 
official belief that Lee Harvey Oswald was the only assassin... 
The surgeons now support the official view that both bullets 
that struck the President were from behind... They now believe 
that the bullet in’the neck entered from the back, ..and -passed 
but through the hole in front, about two inches below the adams 
apple." . 

4665-404 ° 
Citizen, Aren't we straying quite a bit from the official record. You 

told mé you were going to cite testimony from the 26 volumes. jThat — 

is what the Commission is’ supposed to base their conclusions upon. 

‘There were so many news stories during that time, Iedon't know who 

to believe, 

Gritic’. The nature of this neck wound is so important, and the 

integrity of the newspapers and reporters quoted is so high, that 
I thought it would be justified to quote these sources in order to 

understand the evolution of this conflict in time. 

The Commission, however, either has or does not have the evidence 

on the record to support the conclusion about the neck wound. 

Lets look at the record. | 
, . Setesetete . 

critic. an important distinction to keep in mind is whether or not 

the witness 1s basing his determination as to whether the wound 3 

is one of entry or exit on the appearance of the wound, or whether 

other considerations are included. 

Citizen. What do you mean by “other considerations"? 

Critic. The question put to the doctor under oath might include 

the assumption that the bullet which caused the front neck wound +} 
: . Hae miakt 2/62 be asked GH assume 

was fired from behind and above! it exifad at that neck ugouned $f 

Citizen. Wouldn't that be equivalent to “assuming what you are trying 

to prove", if the doctor is actually asked to assume that the bullet 

that caused the front neck wound of the President entered his neck 
ay let alone thok it exited ab the Lront neck wound C “ 

e from the rears For him to answer ----under such circumstances=—=—
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‘ that the front neck wound is a wound of entrance would be equivalent 

to his stating that there must be another assassin, and that the 

autopsy done by the Naval doctors at Bethesda was wrong! 

Critic. Anyway, do keep in mind that both the President's back wound 

Dr. Malcolm Perry described the wound in the front neck as follows; 

punched~out wound,actually, nor was it particularly ragged. 

Dr. Baxter vouches for the experience of the staff in treating 

"For the past 6 years---we admit and treat, I would estimate, — 

Concerning the appearance of the wound itself, and the type of rifle - 

"Judging from the caliber of the rifle that we later found or 
became acquainted with, this would more resemble a wound of ‘ 

"The hole was very small and relatively glean cut, as you would 
exiting from 

"Miss Henchliffe. It was just a little hole in the middle of his 

"Miss Henchliffe. About as big as the end of my little finger, 
"Mr. Specter. Have you ever had any experience with bullet‘ holes? 

and the Governor's back wound were determined to be wounds of 

entry from the appearance and size of the wound itself. This 

has been already noted,sérchh. | 

"The wound was roughly spherical to oval in shape, not a 

It was rather clean cut, but the blobd obscured any detail 
about the edges of the wound exactly. (VI,9) 

Dr. Robert McClelland testified: 
 "...if I were simply looking at the wound again...if I 

the wound in its state in which Dr. Perry described it to 
me, I would probably initially think this were an entrans 
wound..." (VI,37) . 

for, voy gunshot wounds. He said: 

around 500 gunshot wounds per year..." (VI,43) 

that was allegedly used, he. testified; 

entry." (VI, 42) 

Dr. Jones testified; 

see in a bullet at Ts entering rather than 
a patient." (VI,55) 

rie xv ; . 
Here is the testimony of Registered Nurse Henchliffe, 

“necks | 
"Mre Specter. About how big a hole was 1t? 

Cy "Miss Henchliffe. Yes. 
"Mr. Specter. And what did that appear to you to be? 
“Miss Henchliffe. An entrance bullet hole-~-it looked to me like. 
"Mbs:Specter. Gould it have been an exit bullet hole? 
"Miss Henchliffe. I have never seen an exit bullet hole--« 
I don't remember seeing one that looked like that." —¢ | : : a Gincin ‘ 

ee Name at Stage eS eaten Nagamine - anes : ier aranti ne viene Cid tian uraund Ch tcaremee ree ee



Gitizen. It 1s apparent that from the aprearance of the wound itaclf, experienced ana competant members of the hospital staff thought 1t was an entrance bullet hole! Ts it possible for an exit wound to be that small? 

Critic. The Cowmission would have us believe that the reason the wound 1s so small and clean cut, yet still an exit wound » is that the bullet entered from behind and encountered only very soft tissue on its journey through the body. In that case, the Commission assures us, the bullet exit wound can be very small. 

The bullet never does start to yaw as it encounters no obstructing 

tissue! TI just nimbly glides through the body without tearing up 
_ large amounts of tissue and produces a small wound upon exit. This. 
was essentially the reasoning employed in the autopsy report. 

Bach Parkland doctor was confronted with this rather unusual 7 
case (in the form af a hypothetical question under oath) and asked: : 

to assume that the’ bullet had indeed traversed from back to front _ 

through the President via a "fascia channel" in just this manner, 
“without wobble or yaw-—= just "slidihgthrough". Then the doctor: ____. 
was asked to express an opinion, based on that type of passage, 

as to whether of not the wound in the President's neck was consiatent 

with an exit wound « 

As the Report euphemistically states: 

"Then each doctor was asked to take into account the other known facts, such as the autopsy findings..." (W92) 
In this fashion, the Commission tried to obtain sanction for its 

view that the wound in the front of the throat of the President wag 
‘small bullet exit wound » 4nd not the bullet entrance wound some 

testified it appeared to be. Many of the doctors were quite guarded in thelr answers and some were still skeptical that this explanation 
was adequate. 

Dr. Carrico, With those facts and the fact ag I understand it no other bullet was found this would be, this was,I believe, was an exit wound. (III, 362) & (w~92) 

Dr. Perry. "...with the facts which you have made available and with these assumptions, I believe that it was an exit wound." : (III,373) & (W~92) 
Here are some excerpts from the long hypothetical question put 

.to Dr. Carrico to obtain that answer: 



‘Citizen. The Commission is supposed to be gathering the facts, not 

—Jj/an eo A _™~ ow 2 

Mr. Specter. Permit me to add some facts which I shall ask 
you to assume as being true for purposes of having you express 
an opinion. 

First of all, assume that the President was struck by a 
6.5 mm copper jacketed bullet (Oswald's ammunition) from a 
rifle having a muggle velocity of approximately 2000 feet per 
second (Oswald's rifle's muzzle velocity) at a time when the 
President was approximately 160 to 250 feet from the Weapon 
(Oswald's range), with the President being struck from the rearn | 
struck on the upper right posterior thorax (below the top ofthe |' 
right shoulder near the base of the neck) ... 

Assume further that the missle passed through the body of ‘ 
the President striking no bones , traversing the neck and ~~ 1 
SLIDING between the Large muscles in the posterior aspect of ‘ 
the President's body through a fascia channel...thon exiting 
PRECISELY AT THE POINT WHERE YOU OBSERVE THE FUNCTURE WOUND 
TO EXIST. , 

at
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Now based on those facts was the appearance of the wound — .", 
in your opinion consistent with being an exit wound? (III, 562). -° 

Citigen. Brother!! That 1g a most unusual line of questioning! The -- witness has been asked to accept as fact that the bullet actually aid exit at that wound! How can the answer as to whether or not the wound Is one of exit be based on OBJECTIVE CRITERIA if he is asked. 
to assume _that_it_is a wound of_exit?-The witness4g answers —— a practically a tautology when considered in the context of that” 
question’ The question is merely a legal device which forces a. man 
to mouth certain words So 

- oritie. It certainly is! And such ‘yanked-from-the-mouth testimany 
1s liberally used’ by the Commission, safely out of context, 

exit. hs : wg 

in orddr,to support the conclusion that this wound is one of 

tonducting: an. inguirey: as to whether or not certain medical improbe 
abllities are consistent with the knowledge and@#perience of the Parkland 
staff. The Commission is not supposed to start with the assumption 
that someone is firing "from—behind—and-above™ (because 3 bullet shells 
were found in that building) and play semantic, logical, and legal ' 
games in an attempt to justify this assumption by producing sworn 
testimony (for the record } which says that there ia an exit wound -, 
up front in the President's neck. 

Critic. And it is logically fallacious and intellectually obscene when the Commission then argues that medical “evidence” such as this testimony about the neck wound supports their "conclusion" that the shots came from behind and above: to wit, the 6th floor window of 
the TSBD. , 

Dre Jenkins was asked the famous hypothetical question by Mr. - 
Specter who concluded it as follows: 

"Mr. Specter...would the throat wound which you observed be 
consistent with such a wound inflicted in the manner I have 

. Just described? — . . 

Dr. Jenkins. As far as I know, it wouldn't be inconsistent with Lit, 
Mr. Specter. (VI,50) 

And the Gommission had its troubles with Dr. McClelland, who testifieds 

so etemteeemensper emi a . amen tte ats 8
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Dr. McClelland...my knowledge of the entrance wound, as I 
stated, in my former deposition, was merely from what Dr. 
Ferry told me when J entered £Ehe room and began putting on 
& pair of surgical gloves to assist... 

Mr. Specter. Now, you have just characterized it in that last 
answer as an entrance wound. . 

Dr. McClelland. Well, perhaps I shouldn't say the wound anyway, 
not the entrance wound---that might be a slip of the tongue. 

(VI,37) 

We have seen that Dr. Perry and Dr. Carrico gave assenting 

but highly qualified answers to the hypothetical question. Dr. 

Baxter was much more argumentative in his reply. | 

“Dr. Baxter. Although it would be unusual for a high velocity 
Missile of this type to cause a wound as you have described, 

the passage through tissue planes as f¥ou have described...could... 
have well resulted in the sequence which you outline; namely, 
that the anterior wound does represent a wound of exit...It 
would be unlikely because the damage that the bullet would 
create wou e--first its speed would create a shock wave which’ 
would damage a larger number of tissues, as jn its path it would © 
tend to: strike, or usually would strike, tissues of greater 
density than this particular missile did and would the “begin. 
to tumble and would create larger jagged--~the further 1t 
went, the more jagged would” be the damage that it created; so 
that ordinarily there would have been a rather large wound 
of exi VI, 42) . “tH, 

Commu s sian !S & Gt 
De Ronald Tonesiwas hiahly-dublous, of The mini - 

R via . a 4 bat angented with Ome, pro t $0O% 

"Dr. Jones...If this were an exit wound, you would think that. 
it exited at a very Jow velocity to produce no more damage than 
this had done, and if ths were a missile of high velocity, you 
would expect more of an explosive types of exit wound, with more 
tissue destruction than this appeared to have on superficial 
examination." (VI,55) 

i 

‘ur, Specter.. Would it be consistent, then, with an exit wound, 
but of low velocity, as you put it? 

. “Dr. Jones. Yes; of very low velocit to the point that you 
might think that this bullet barely made it through the soft 
cides” (Wr, Just enough to drop out of the skin on the opposite 
Bide." (VI,55) . 

tF 1g correct, his re & A 
Dr. Jonesgtestimony tetullyd estroy s:ithe. CASS. : on, a NY 

Do you understand. why? One a SSaSSIiN. 
Yes, “ ‘X 7 

Citizen. sTf the bullet did indeed drop outs having expended its | 

iomentum and energy, it cannot be the same bullet that hits 

Governor Connally and smashes 10 centimeters of his 5th rib apart,
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in addition to fracturing his right ei and wounding his left thigh. 

1 we Critic. Correct. Then we are back iR the exact same case as 

before..:The Commission would have a bullet which enters Kennedy 

from the back and does indéed exit from the front, but does ‘not 

and can not cause the Governor's wound. Before 3 when 
case RyoeseA the bullet actually missed the Governor as it, was 

this 

heading upward and flew over his head. (This occured igh the back 
b) a.5 

wound of entrance Kr lower than the front wound@84dhich was conceded 
Under Dr. Jones testimony, 

for the sake of that ar gumontyto be a wound of exit,)/ this bullet cannot 

Smite Connally because its speed has been reduced to practically 
identicea | | 

ZOLO« The preasoning then applies.as before, and a second gunman 

to wound Connally. 

In conclusion, Dr. Baxter testified that the front neck wound 

of the President “wold more resemble a wound of entry", and wag "unlikely, 

to bea wound of exit. (VI,42) Dr. Jones said the wound “was” very 

small and relatively glean cut, as you would see in a bullet that 

is entering rather than exiting from a patient." (VI,55) Nursa’ 

Henchliffe said "ft have never seen an exit bullet hole.. that Looked 

iike that." (vz, LAL 

ert Pay 4 cramined 
We: have sav the method of questioning that ° was employed 

by the Commission to cbtain the answers of Dr. Carrico and Dr. Perry 
Sallaclous mt! 2 ay 

that are proudly | quote ee ae aan Report volume. In thatAmanner was en 
Rep owt, ‘ 

cow clusrone(ey oy Himostcerubtal to: “therwallaigy of the lone 

assassin theory, substantiated: “ . 
; 4 . " : . { 

"(@) The nature of the bullet wounds suffered by President 
Kerpoar eas the ihe bulaet the car at the time of 

| the shots establis bs that the bullets were fired from above on 
| and behind the Presidential limousine, striking ‘the . 
| President...as follows: 

(1) President Kennedy was first struck by a bullet ‘which 
L entered at the back of his neck and exited through the 

lower front portion of his’ neck..." o 
(-38)
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Citizen. You said we were going to look at the entry wound on the 

Governor's back. What can that tell us? 

Critic. Suppose the bullet that entered the Governor's back had 

_indeed first passed through the Fresident's neck. That would have 

caused the pullet to start to tumble and wobble in flight. If such 

a bullet struck the Governor, it would cause a much larger wound 

of entrance on his back than one that impaéted there directly from 

the rifle without having first hit the President. 

| Dr. Gregory, one of the doctors at Parkland who treated the 

Governor, testified that 

"...had the missle that struck Governor Connally passed through 
President Kennedy first,...it would very probably have begun 
to tumble...I would therefore have expected to see...a large 
wound of entry in Governor Connally's back." (VI,103) -"" 

Citisen. Did Dr. Gregory think that the bullet which hit Connally 

had first hit Kennedy? . - - 

“Gritic. Not at all. He said; ; 
"...I would believe that the missle in the Governor behaved 
as though it had never struck anything but him." CT, Loa> 

betaine oneal 

Citizen. What about the entrance. wound on the back of the Governor? 
Is it large or small? ; 

Gritic. The Report accurately suma up Pr, Shaws testimony and states: 

"Because of the small size and cleancut edges of the woundron'the — Governor's back, Dr. Robert Shaw conclude at it was an - 
entry wound." (W~95) . 

Citizen. But doesn't it have to be a larger wound to have come from 
Smtr . 

a bullet that first struck the President? 
er ARRON ITY. 

Critic. You want a larger wound? That 1s no problem! Simply look 

several pages later in the Report, where 1t states: 

“Moreover, the large wound on the Governor's back would be explained by a BaTtet which was yawing..." (W105) oo . SESE AH SEE St SiH He 
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Citizen. In conclusion, you claim that the Commission's "bullet~ throuch—two-men" must have flown a course that is 
physically impossible, but which also contradicts. 
and evidence concerning the location of the wound the President's back,theitrue nature of the wound the President's neck, and the nature of the wound of the Governor. 

Critic. Yes. In order to conform to the testimony have discussed, you must bélieve that this bullet 
following: 

not only 
much of the testimony 
of entrance on 
in the front of 
in the back 

and evidence we 

did all of the 

1) entered the back of the President (on a downward trajectory from Oswald's window) 4 to 6 inches below his neckline in his right shoulder 

( a) as described by Secret Service Agent Glenn Bennet who saw the shot strike there (W~108), . b) as confirmed by Secret Service Agent Clint Hill who saw such a wound in the President's body at Bethesda during the autopsy (II,143), ¢) as corroborated by the testimony of FBI expert 
Robert Fragzier who described the bullet holes in the President's jacket and shirt as being located ‘about half a foot below the collar line and just 
to the right of the back seam at the center of his Jacket (W+95 & V,60) ); 

2) followed a path into the President's body which revealed 
no lanes of exit 

( according to the testimony of Secret Service Agent Roy Kellerman. (II,93) who stood beside 
surgeon andeéxpert pathologist Dr. Finck 

Naval autopsy 
when the 

latter probed the Fresident's wound, found no lanes . of exit, and said so) ; 

3) veered upward nevertheless, somehow exiting from the front of the President's neck "...causing a nick in the lower portion of the knot in the President's hocktie..."(W-21) and leaving & wound in the front of the President's neck which is certainly higher than the entrance wound in his back 
( as shown explicitly by the autopsy diagrams of the body (XVII,45), and corroborated by the 
back wound already discussed in (1) ) 3 

location of the 

4) produceda most uhusual neck wound which the Commission conohuded _ Was one of exit but which, nevertheless, possessed the outstanding ‘Characteristic that it did have the appearance of a bullet entrangs wound 
{as testified to under oath by Dr. Jones (VI,55), Dr. McClelland realy De Baxter (VI,42), and Nurse Henchliffe (VI,141 e 

? ‘ 

5) produceda neck wound whose appearance in this regard was such that it was reported to the press as a bullet entrance wound for about two weeks following the assassination ; (by Dr. Malcolm Perry, Dr. Robert McClelland, and Dr. Kemp Clark yi/ssParic lend Hespitely - which reports were treated by officialdom as follows; 

&) On November 26, 1963 the bullet entrance wound in the



anything but him." (VI,103); 

Oe 

front of the Fresident's neck was explained because the 
Fresident's car was said to have still been on Houston 
Street approaching Cswald when the latter opened ifire 
(N.Y. Times, Nov. 27, 1963). ; 

Oe aemal 
of the President's neck was explained because the car had turned on Elm, but the Fresident had turned around in order to wave to somecne in the crowd thus exposing his neck to Oswald (Life Memorial Issue, 1963) 

b) on Yecember 2 1963 the bullet entrance wound in the front 

©) on December 6, the reason was still that given in (b) only now the FBI was re-enacting the crime along these lines and the autopsy doctor had beep forbidden to talk (New York Times, Dec. 6, 1963) ; 

ad) by mid-December, the puzzle is Solved because the autops report (completed Nov. 2#, 1963) now being leaked to , the press says that the front neck wound is a wound of 
exit; ) 

e) Secret Service agents reportedly visited the docbobrs at 
Parkland Hospital and allegedly obtain their agreement (St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Dec. 18, 1963) 

f) on September 27, 1964 the Warren Report is released and blamés all this initial confusion on Dr. Perry's observation's to the press duting a news conference held the afternoon of the assassination but the FBT 1s not . chastised for taking Dr. Perry so seriously that rh 
reenacted the crime according to his mere speculations nor is the Navy chastised for not letting the FBI know what it ostensibly knew about the neck wound on the night of November 24 nor 1s it ever explained 4st Which authoritative sources gave the New York Times and 
Life Magazine the explanations discussed above in (a) and 

6) produced a neck wound which proved appearances can be deceiving becayse the Commission concluded it was an exit wound and found thatitoula ret practically any Parkland doctor to mouth ithe same conclusion if only the doctor was put under oath and “asked to assume "as fact" that the bullet exited "...precisely’ at the point where you observe the wound to exist..." (IIT,362) ‘before expressing an opinion as te whether lt was an entrance — wound or an exit wound; 

7) emerged from the President's neck "...at a velocity of 1¥72 to 1779 foet per second..." (W102) , turned around An. Wudhaute and plunged into the Governor's back ".. enter ng at the extreme right side...at a point below his right armpit...traveled through his chest in a downward and forward direction..." (W~21), “...struck the fifth rib at its midpoint...shattering approximately ten centimeters of the rib..." (vI,86), "...exited below his right nipple, passed through his right wrist..." (W~21), caused "...a shattering fracture of the wrist bone..." (IV,118),. ",..and then caused a wound to his left thighs" (W-21); 

3) behaved on the aforementioned flight through the Governor, according to Dr. Gregory, "...as though it had never streuk



9) caused a wound of entrance as it went into the Governor's back which is described by Dr. Shaw (and stated in the Report ) as being "...of small size and (with) cleancut edges..." (W~95) Sy _ thereby violating the expectations of Dr, Gregory who thought . that a missile which first struck the President ",..would very probably have begun to tumble..." causing him to "...cexpecth.. to see...a large wound of entry in Governor Connally's back." (VI,103) ; 

10) proved once again that appearance can be deceiving because, | on a different page of the Report, 1t is stated that "...the bullet...began to yaw in the air between the President and the Governor..." (W=105) producing a wound which ls described ag a "...Jarge wound on the Governor's back...explained by a bullet which was yawing..." (W~105) . 

Bitizen. You have listed all the contradictions associated with the flight of the "Busy Bullet", What are the Commission'g conelusions? . ; 

Critic. "President Kennedy was first struck by a bullet which entered at the back of his neck and exited through the lower front portion of his neck...there ig very persuasive evidence from the experts to indicate that the same bullet which pkerced the President's —----—---_ threat--alse-caused Governor: Connally*s wounds." (W438) , 

eee eee 

a “The Emperor felt very silly for he new that the people were right _ but he thought, "The procession has started and it must gO on now!" So the Lords of the Bedchamber held their heads higher than ever and took greater thouble to pretend to hold up the train which wasn't there at all." oe 

The Emperor's New Clothes 

by Hans Christian Anderson
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ZAPRUDER FILM—FRAME 207 

ZAPRUDER FrnM—FRAME 212 
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ZAPRUDER FILM—FRAME 214 
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the following quote is from appendix XII, entitled "Speculations 
and Runors", of the Warren Report. 

Myths have traditionally surrounded the dramatic assassinations 
of history...whenever there is any clement of nystery in such 

Ss misconceptions often result from sensational speculations. 
ion has inquired into the various hypotheses, rumors, ana 
hat have arisen from the tragic developments of November 

1963 ...Many questions have been raiSed about the facts outofr 
because of misinforma BUCH» «sMaby people 
sSination...or were present in the area were 
se and often contradictory information... 
agencies expended much valuable time and effort 

eS) 
stig 
ec thes eads.e Investigations of a vast number of rumors 
ons reached into almost overy part of the United States 
e 
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WMO wh ca 
inquir 2ng L 
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we the other continents of the world... 
enadix is a. to clarify the most widespread 
erstandings. False or inaccurate speculations concerning 

ration and relisted events are set forth below together 
ummary statements of what the Commission has found to 
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A witness to the assassination said she saw a man 
concrete wall of the overpass and disappear. 
nz nein §a=- et Jean Le Hill stated that after the 
he saw a wnite man pee ia a brown overcoat and a hat 

ay from the Deporitory Building in the direction of the 
There are no other witnesses who claim to have seen 

werd the raile ad tracks. BXAMIN ATICN OF ALL 
CF THE AREA FOLLO WING THe SHCOTING, reexamination of 

Toh tndividaals in the vicinity of the shooting, and 
reviews with members of the Dallas Police Department and the Dallas 

aig sheriff's office failed to corroborate Mrs. Hill's recollection 
Oo reveal the identity of the man a by Mrs. Hill. 
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3: Examine the Color photograph. This is an enlargoment of 
“ht hand side of Willis Slide #7. (This slide, of cours ©, was 

ACCEPTID IN EVIDENCE BY THE COMMISSION. See Willis Exhibit #1, page 
771, Volume sey where it 1s printed in black and white). An officer 
is eonning u 1p the slope bn the grassy knoll towards the railroad 

MAN IN THE FOREGRCUND IS IN sOLL SPRINT, RUNNING TOWARDS 
Sch. He is about to jump over che man in red sitting on the 
(This latter person is presumably Emmet Hudson, carebakor 
y sisaza, who was nover asked about this incident during 
monye Hudson"hit the dirt" during the shooting because: oF 
tified man st anding next to hims" He says, "Lay down, Mister, 
is shooting the President." He says, "Lay down, lay down," 
pt on repeating, “Lay down,"..." (VII, 560) . 
recycle officer Glyde Haysood testified: "Twas on M: in Street 
aching Houston Street...I made the shift down to lower gear u 

an on to the scene of the shooiing...I could see all t ese 
people laying on the ground there on Elm. Some of them were pointing 

p 
u 
h 

t railroad yard...I immediately tried to jump the nor 
curb...which was teo high for me to get over...I left my motor on 
the street and ran to the railroad yard...there was nothing.There 
was Quite a few _ people in the area, spectators...In the railrad 
yard, ~*~ talked to one of the people I presumedito be a railroad 
detective that was in the yard...He was just coming into the ared after 
after I was..." (VI,298) 

There is someone running across the grassy knoll! 
WHO IS THIS MAN?
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